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September 13, 2004

Board of Directors
Des Moines Area Community College
Regular Board Meeting
September 13, 2004 - 4:00 p.m.
West Campus, 5959 Grand Avenue, Room 18E
West Des Moines, IA
1.

Call to order —4:00 p.m.

2.

Roll call.

3.

Consideration of tentative agenda.

4.

Public comments.

5.

Presentation: Dr. Tony Paustian, Provost, West Campus.
Gene Gardner, Executive Director, Assn of Community College
Trustees; Community College Legislative Agenda.
Wendy Ringgenberg, Program Coordinator Health Care
Administration; AQIP Update.

6.

Consideration of minutes from August 9, 2004 Public Hearing and Regular Board
Meeting.

7.

Board Report 04-105. A resolution approving the form and content and
execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F,
Code of Iowa, for The Electric Company of Greater Des Moines, Inc.

8.

Board Report 04-106. A resolution approving the form and content and
execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F,
Code of Iowa, for Heart of Iowa Cooperative Project #2.

9.

Board Report 04-107. A resolution approving the form and content and
execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F,
Code of Iowa, for Hydro Klean, Inc. Project #2.

10.

Board Report 04-108. A resolution approving the form and content and
execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F,
Code of Iowa, for ITA Group, Inc.

11.

Board Report 04-109. A resolution approving the form and content and
execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F,
Code of Iowa, for Structural Components Systems.

12.

Board Report 04-110. A resolution approving the form and content and
execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F,
Code of Iowa, for Sully Cooperative Exchange.

13.

Board Report 04-111. A resolution approving the form and content and
execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F,
Code of Iowa, for United Services of Des Moines, Inc.

14.

Board Report 04-112. Consideration to renew membership dues to the
Association of Community College Trustees.

15.

Board Report 04-113. Approve Medical Laboratory Technology Program
Agreement between Des Moines Area Community College and Indian Hills
Community College.

16.

Board Report 04-117. Reimbursement resolution for construction costs related to
the Boone Campus Expansion.

17.

Board Report 04-114. Human Resources report.

18.

Board Report 04-115. Receive and file President’s recommendation for
termination of specially funded teacher’s contract under Iowa Code Chapter 279.

19.

Board Report 04-116. Consideration of termination of specially funded teacher’s
contract under Iowa Code Chapter 279.

20.

Consideration of payables.

21.

Presentation of financial report.

22.

President’s report.

23.

Board member’s report.

24.

Closed Session - Litigation

25.

Information items:
> September 14 - School Board Elections.
> September 23 - Urban Campus Open House/Business after Hours,
4:00 p.m.
> October 6-9 - ACCT Annual Community College Leadership
Congress 2004, New Orleans.
> October 11 —Organizational and regular board meeting, Boone
Campus, 4:00 p.m.

26 .

Adjourn.

Board of Directors
Des Moines Area Community College
2006 S. Ankeny Blvd.
Ankeny, IA 50021

#
REGULAR MEETING
September 13,2004

The regular meeting of the Des Moines Area Community College Board of
Directors was held at DMACC West Campus on September 13, 2004. Board Chair
Joe Pugel called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m.

ROLL CALL

Present: Harold Belken, Kevin Halterman, Lloyd Hill, Naomi Neu, Ben Norman,
Joe Pugel, Wayne Rouse, Madelyn Tursi.
Absent: Steve Goodhue
Others present: Rob Denson, President; Trudy Little, Board Secretary; Greg
Martin, Board Treasurer; faculty and staff.

CONSIDERATION OF
TENTATIVE AGENDA

Information on the Public Hearing was pulled. Rouse moved; second by Tursi to
approve the tentative agenda.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman, Pugel,
Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

Dr. Tony Paustian, Provost, West Campus.
Dr. Gene Gardner, Executive Director, Iowa Association of Community
College Trustees; Community College Legislative Agenda.
Wendy Ringgenberg, Program Coordinator, Health Care Administration;
AQIP Update.

APPROVE MINUTES

Having no corrections to the August 9,2004 Public Hearing and Regular Board
meeting, Belken moved; second by Tursi to approve the minutes as submitted.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman, Pugel,
Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

i

I

APPROVE RETRAINING OR Norman moved; second by Halterman to take item #7 (The Electric Company of
Greater Des Moines, Inc.), #8 (Heart of Iowa Cooperative Project #2), #9 (Hydro
TRAINING AGREEMENTS
Klean, Inc. Project #2), #10 (ITA Group, Inc.), #11 (Structural Components
Systems), #12 (Sully Cooperative Exchange), #13 (United Services of Des Moines,
Inc.) as one consent item.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman,
Pugel, Rouse Tursi. Nay-none.

•

The Electric Company of
Greater Des Moines, Inc.

Board Report 04-105. Attachment #1. A resolution approving the form and content
and execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter
260F, Code of Iowa, for The Electric Company of Greater Des Moines, Inc.

Heart of Iowa Cooperative

Board Report 04-106. Attachment #2. A resolution approving the form and content
and execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter
260F, Code of Iowa, for Heart of Iowa Cooperative Project #2.

Project#2-

1

^^^Hydro Klean, Inc. Project #2.

Board Report 04-107. Attachment #3. A resolution approving the form and content
and execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter
260F, Code of Iowa, for Hydro Klean, Inc. Project #2.

1 ITA Group, Inc.

Board Report 04-108. Attachment #4. A resolution approving the form and content
and execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter
260F, Code of Iowa, for ITA Group, Inc.

Structural Components
Systems

Board Report 04-109. Attachment #5. A resolution approving the form and content
and execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter
260F, Code of Iowa, for Structural Components Systems.

Sully Cooperative Exchange

Board Report 04-110. Attachment #6. A resolution approving the form and
content and execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under
Chapter 260F, Code of Iowa, for Sully Cooperative Exchange.

United Services of Des
Moines, Inc.

Board Report 04-111. Attachment #7. A resolution approving the form and content
and execution and delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter
260F, Code of Iowa, for United Services of Des Moines, Inc.

APPROVE 2004-2005 ACCT
MEMBERSHIP

Board Report 04-112. Belken moved; second by Neu recommending the Board
approve renewing membership in the Association of Community College Trustees
and authorizing payment of annual dues in the amount of $2,414.00.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman, Pugel,
Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

APPROVE MED LAB TECH
AGREEMENT WITH
DMACC

Board Report 04-113. Tursi moved; second by Belken recommending the Board
adopt a 28E shared program agreement for a Medical Laboratory Technology
Program between Des Moines Area Community College and Indian Hills
Community College. Attachment #8.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman,
Pugel, Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

APPROVE RESOLUTION
FOR COSTS TO BOONE
CAMPUS EXPANSION

Board Report 04-117. Norman moved; second by Rouse that the Board adopt: a
“Statement of Official Intent under Treasury Regulation Section 1.150-2 for
Adoption by the Governing Board”. Attachment #9.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman,
Pugel, Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

APPROVE HUMAN
RESOURCES REPORT

Board Report 04-114. Belken moved; second by Rouse to approve the Human
Resources report as presented in Attachment #10 to these minutes.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman, Pugel,
Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.
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RECEIVE/FILE
E RMINATION OF
PECIALLY
PJ
FUNDED
TEACHER CONTRACT

K

Board Report 04-115. Rouse moved; second by Norman that the Board receive and
file the President’s recommendation for termination of a specially funded teacher’s
contract under Iowa Code Chapter 279.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman,
Pugel, Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

TERMINATE TEACHER’S
CONTRACT

Board Report 04-116. Norman moved; second by Rouse to terminate Sherry
Lauterbach effective December 21,2004 due to the fact that her grant funded
position was not refunded by the grant.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman,
Pugel, Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

APPROVE PAYABLES

Belken moved; second by Norman to approve the payables as seen in Attachment
#11 to these minutes.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman, Pugel,
Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Doug Williams, Vice President, Business Services presented the August 2004
financial report as seen in Attachment #12 to these minutes.

CLOSED SESSIONLITIGATION

Norman moved; second by Tursi that the Board of Directors hold a closed session
as provided in Section 21.51(1)© of the Open Meetings Law to discuss strategy
with counsel in matters that are presently in litigation or where litigation is
imminent where its disclosure would be likely to prejudice or disadvantage the
position of the governmental body in that litigation.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Halterman, Hill, Neu, Norman,
Pugel, Rouse, Tursi. Nay-none.

RETURN TO OPEN
SESSION

The Board returned to open session at 6:25 p.m. A tape recording of the closed
session has been placed in the lock box at Community State Bank.

ADJOURN

Rouse moved; second by Tursi to adjourn the meeting.
Motion passed unanimously and at 6:25 p.m. Board Chair Pugel adjourned the
meeting.

TRUDY LMTLE, Board Secretary

West Des Moines, Iowa
September 13, 2004
The Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community College met in regular
session on the 13th day of September, 2004, at 4:00 p.m., at the West Campus of the College
located at 5959 Grand Avenue in West Des Moines, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and
there were present the following named Board Members:
Name

Absent

Present

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Joseph Pugel, President
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

Matters were discussed concerning a Retraining Agreement between the College and The
Electric Company of Greater Des Moines, Inc. Following a discussion of the proposal by the
Board, there was introduced and caused to be read a resolution entitled, “A Resolution
Approving the Form and Content and Execution and Delivery of a Retraining Agreement
between the College and The Electric Company of Greater Des Moines, Inc.” The resolution was
moved and seconded as follows, and after due consideration of the resolution by the Board, the
President put the question on the motion and, the roll being called, the following named Board
Members voted:
Name

Moved

Joseph Pugel
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue
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□
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Seconded

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Aye

Nay

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Whereupon, the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.

Attest:

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FORM AND CONTENT
AND EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A RETRAINING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND THE ELECTRIC COMPANY OF
GREATER DES MOINES, INC.
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
“College”), is an area community college and a body politic organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by Chapter 260F of the Code of
Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”), to provide a “Jobs Training Program” as
that term is defined in the Act, including the program costs, the purpose of which is to provide
retraining of existing workers for a business within the State of Iowa (the “State”) in order to
improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State, and is authorized under the Act to
pay the costs of such a program from funds allocated for such purpose by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development under Section 260F.6 of the Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to a Jobs Training
Program with The Electric Company of Greater Des Moines, Inc. (the “Company”), pursuant to
the provisions of the Act for the purpose of establishing a jobs training program (hereinafter
referred to as the “Project”) to retrain workers at the Company at its facilities located in the
merged area served by the College, which Project will be beneficial to the Company and the
College; and
WHEREAS, the College has received an allocation (the “Fund Advance”) under Section
26OF.6 of the Act in order to defray all or a portion of the cost of the Project, including necessary
expenses incidental thereto, in the amount of $25,000; and
WHEREAS, a Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth in
Exhibit “A” attached hereto, has been negotiated by the College under the terms of which the
College agrees, subject to the provisions of such Agreement, to provide a Jobs Training Program
for the Company;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, be and the same is hereby approved and the President of the
Board of Directors is hereby authorized to execute said Retraining Agreement, and the Secretary
o f the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to attest the same, said Retraining Agreement,
which constitutes and is hereby made a part of this Resolution, to be in substantially the form,
text and containing the provisions set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto with such changes
therein as the officers executing such Retraining Agreement shall approve, such approval to be
conclusively evidenced by the execution thereof.

Section 2.
That the form of resolution required by the Iowa Department of Economic
Development (the “Department”) is hereby approved and the officers of the College are
authorized to file such resolution in accordance with the requirements of the Department.
Section 3.
That officials of the College are hereby authorized to take such further
action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
Section 4.
That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Passed and approved this 13th day of September, 2004.

ATTEST:

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) ss
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records of said College and of its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on September 13, 2004, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice of Meeting and tentative agenda,a copy of which was timely served
on each member of the Boardof Directors and posted ona bulletin board or other prominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
of the Board of Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board of Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement of the meeting as required by said law and with members of the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board of Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries of the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 13th day of September, 2004.

SECRETARY ©F THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM (260F)
TRAINING CONTRACT

This Iowa Jobs Training Program TRAINING CONTRACT (the "Contract"), effective as of September 13. 2004
between Des Moines Area Community College. Ankenv. Iowa . (the "Community College" and its location), and
The Electric Company of Greater Des Moines. Inc.. Johnston. Iowa, (the "Employer" and its location), is entered
into under the following circumstances:
A. Pursuant to Chapter 260F of the Code of Iowa (the "Act"), the Community College enters into this
Contract with the Employer for purposes of establishing a training program to educate and train certain
persons employed by the Employer.
B. The Community College and the Employer each have full right and lawful authority to enter into this
Contract and to perform and monitor the provisions of this Contract as they apply respectively to the
Community College and the Employer.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual representations and agreements herein
contained, the parties agree as follows:
^
P

ARTICLE I
REPRESENTATIONS
Section 1.1. Representations of the Community College. The Community College represents and covenants that:
(A) It is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Iowa;
(B) It is not in violation of or in conflict with any provisions of the laws of the State, which would impair
its ability to carry out its obligations hereunder;
(C) It is empowered to enter into the transactions contemplated by this Contract; and
(D) It will do all things in its power required to maintain its existence or assure the assumption of its
obligations hereunder by any successor public body.
Section 1.2. Representations and Covenants of the Employer.
The Employer represents and covenants that:
(A) It is a business duly qualified to do business in Iowa;
(B) It has full power to execute, deliver, and perform this Contract and all other instruments given by the
Employer to secure its performance and to enter into and carry out the transactions contemplated
herein. Such execution, delivery, and performance are not in contravention of law or the Employer's
articles of incorporation, by-laws or any indenture, agreement, mortgage, lease, undertaking, or any
other restriction, obligation or instrument to which the Employer is a party or by which it is bound.
260F Training Contract.doc
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This Contract has by proper action been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Employer and
all steps necessary have been taken to constitute this Contract as a valid and binding obligation of the
Employer.

|
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(C) There is no threatened, pending, or actual litigation or proceeding against the Employer or any other
person which affects, in any manner whatsoever, the right of the Employer to execute the Contract or
to otherwise comply with its obligations contained in the Contract.
(D) The Employer is engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce for the purpose of manufacturing,
processing, or assembling products or conducting research and development; OR, provides services
and has customers outside of Iowa.
(E) The employer, within the 36 month period prior to the date of this application, did not close or reduce
its employment base by more than 20 percent at any of its other business sites in Iowa in order to
relocate substantially the same operation to another area of the state.
(F)

The employer is not currently involved in a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute at any of its business
sites in Iowa.

(G) Persons to receive training under this Contract are current employees of the employer for which the
employer pays state withholding tax.
(H) Employees to receive training are not replacement workers who were hired as a result of a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute.
^

(I)

The employer is an equal opportunity employer which complies will all local, state, and federal
affirmative action requirements.
ARTICLE II
PROJECT; PROGRAM SERVICES; FEES

Section 2.1 The Iowa Jobs Training Program (260F) Application for Assistance, as submitted by the Community
College in behalf of the Employer, and as approved by the Iowa Department of Economic Development, shall be
incorporated as an integral part of this Contract. The "Project", as defined by the Application, shall consist of the
program services and costs of services to be provided, the number of employees to be trained, the beginning and
ending dates of training, the stated budget, and any other provisions specified in the Application.
Section 2.2. The Community College agrees to provide the program services within the constraints of funds
awarded and released to the Project by the Department of Economic Development. It is understood and agreed that
the Employer and the Community College will cooperate in the coordination and programming of the specific
expenditures and operation of the Project within the guidelines set out by the approved application.
Section 2.3. Iowa Code section 84A.5 requires the Department of Economic Development to report to the Iowa
General Assembly the impact of training provided by this Program on the wages of employees who receive
training. This information is obtained by matching social security numbers of trainees with State income records.
The Employer therefore agrees to provide the social security number of each employee who receives training under
^ i s contract.

260F Training Contract.doc
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Section 2.4. The Employer agrees to complete Performance Report, Form 260F-5, at the completion of training to
evaluate the initial impact of training on the Business' operations. The Employer also agrees to complete a followup report one year after the completion of training to determine whether the Business' initial objectives for training
were met.
Section 2.5. It is understood by the Community College and the Employer that should project funds not be
available or received from the Department of Economic Development within a reasonable period of time, this
Contract shall be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties. In any event, the Employer shall pay all
administrative and legal costs associated with this Project which have been incurred by the Community College.
ARTICLE III
PAYMENT AND SECURITY
Section 3.1. The Community College shall create a fund to deposit monies awarded to the Project by the
Department o f Economic Development (DED). Funds awarded by DED shall be known as the Project Award.
Interest earned on the fund shall be refunded to the State if not used by the Community College in accordance with
Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 261.
Section 3.2. The Employer and the Community College agree that the Project Award, in the amount of $25.000.00.
is issued by DED as a forgivable loan and shall not be required to be repaid by the Employer unless an event of
default has occurred. Events of default and associated penalties are specified in Article VI of this Contract. The
Community College and the Department of Economic Development shall determine whether an event of default has
occurred.

*

ARTICLE IV
CONTRACT MODIFICATION

Section 4.1. An Employer shall not modify any provision of this Contract without the prior written approval of the
Community College.
Section 4.2 The Community College, with the written consent of the Employer, has the authority to modify all
provisions o f this Contract except modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be
trained or which significantly change the training program. The Community College is authorized to change the
ending dates of the training project, training provider, or other minor modifications to the training program. A
signed copy o f the modification must be sent to the Department.
Section 4.3 Modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be trained or change the
training program content must by approved by the Department of Economic Development, the Community College,
and the Employer.
Section 4.4 This Contract shall not be modified in any way that would result in a violation of the "Act".

260F Training Contract.doc
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ARTICLE V
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS
Section 5.1. The employer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and executive orders, to insure
that no applicant for employment or employee is discriminated against because of race, religion, color, age, sex,
national origin, or disability.
Section 5.2. The employer shall provide state or federal agencies with appropriate reports as required to insure
compliance with equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
Section 5.3. The employer shall insure, to the maximum extent possible, that all authorized subcontractors comply
with provisions of this section.
ARTICLE VI
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
Section 6.1. Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an "event o f default":
(A) The Employer fails to complete the training project within the agreed period of time as specified in the
training Contract. Such Employer shall be required to repay 20 percent of total project funds expended
by the community college and the business.
(B) The Employer fails to train the agreed number of employees as specified in the training Contract. Such
Employer shall be required to repay a proportionate amount of total project funds expended by the
community college and the Employer. The proportion shall be based on the number of employees not
trained compared to the number of employees to have been trained.
(C) If both (A) and (B) occur, both penalties shall apply.
(D)The Employer fails to comply with any requirements contained in the training agreement. The
Employer shall be sent written notice by the community college, which specifies the issue(s) of
noncompliance and shall be allowed 20 days from the date notice is sent to effect a cure. If
noncompliance is of such a nature that a cure cannot be reasonably accomplished within 20 days, the
community college has the discretion to extend the period of cure to a maximum of 60 days.
(E) The Employer ceases or announces the cessation of operations at the project site prior to completion of
the training program.
(F) The Employer directly or indirectly makes any false or misleading representations or warranties in the
program application or training agreement, reports, or any other documents, which are provided, to the
community college or the department.
(G)The Employer acts in any manner contrary to, or fails to act in accordance with any provision of the
training Contract.
(H) An Employer takes corporate action to effect any of the preceding conditions of default.
260F Training Contract.doc
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Section 6.2. Whenever an event of default has occurred, further training or payments to the Employer shall be
suspended.
Section 6.3. Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (A-C), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount of penalty determined
by the Department. The Employer shall also pay interest on the amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest
shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award check.
Section 6.4 Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (D-H), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount expended by the
Employer and the Community College from the Project Award. The Employer shall also pay interest on the
amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award
check.
Section 6.5. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is continuing, the Community College may take
whatever action at law or in equity may appear necessary or desirable to collect the amounts then due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation or agreement of the Employer under this Contract.
Section 6.6. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Community College by this Contract is intended to be
exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall
be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission
to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed
to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
deemed expedient. In order to entitle the Community College to exercise any remedy reserved to it in this Article,
^ i t shall not be necessary to give any notice, other then such notice as may be expressly required herein.
Section 6.7. In the event any agreement contained in this Contract should be breached by either party and thereafter
waived by the other party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed
to waive any other breach hereunder.
Section 6.8. As required by Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter F, any payments required to be made by the
Employer to the Department of Economic Development are a lien upon the Employer's property until paid and have
equal precedence with ordinary taxes and shall not be divested by a judicial sale. Property subject to the lien may
be sold for sums due and delinquent at a tax sale, with the same forfeitures, penalties, and consequences as for the
nonpayment o f ordinary taxes. The purchaser at tax sale obtains the property subject to the remaining payments.
Section 6.9. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is unresolved, the Community College shall assign this
Contract to the Iowa Department of Economic Development for appropriate collection action.

260F Training Contract.doc
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ARTICLE VII
MISCELLANEOUS
* Section 7.1. All notices, requests or other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be
sufficiently given when mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the appropriate address
as follows:
Community College:
S

Des Moines Area Community College___________________________________
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard_________________________________________
Ankeny, LA 50021__________________________________________________

Employer:

The Electric Company of Greater DSM, Inc.
4620 NW 62nd Ave

►

Johnston, LA 50131

The Employer and the Community College may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different
addresses to which subsequent notices, requests or other communications shall be sent.
^S ectio n 7.2. All covenants, stipulations, obligations and agreements of the Community College contained in this
Contract shall be effective to the extent authorized and permitted by applicable law. No such covenant, stipulation,
obligation or agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or
future member, officer, agent or employee of the Community College or the Board o f Directors other than in his
official capacity, and neither the members of the Board of Directors nor any official executing this Contract shall be
liable personally or be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the covenants, stipulations,
obligations or agreements o f the Community College contained in this Contract.
Section 7.3. This Contract shall benefit of and be binding in accordance with its terms upon the Community
College, the Employer and their respective permitted successors and assigns. This Contract may not be assigned by
the Employer without the express written consent of the Community College and may not be assigned by the
Community College except as may be necessary to enforce or secure payment due resulting from an event of
default.
Section 7.4. This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be regarded as an
original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 7.5. If any provision of this Contract, or any covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act, or action, or
part thereof made, assumed, entered into or taken thereunder or any application thereof, is for any reason held to be
illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision or any other covenant, stipulation,
obligation, agreement, act or action or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into, or taken, each of which shall be
nstrued and enforced as if such illegal or invalid portion were not contained herein. Nor shall illegality of any
plication thereof affect any legal and valid application thereof, and each such provision, covenant, stipulation,
260F Training Contract.doc
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obligation, agreement, act, or action, or part thereof shall be deemed to be effective, operative, made, entered into
or taken in the manner and to the full extent permitted by law.
Section 7.6. This Contract shall be governed exclusively by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of Iowa.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Community College and the Employer have caused this Contract to be duly
executed all as of the date hereinabove written.
Des Moines Area Community College

The Electric Company of Greater DSM, Inc.
Business

Authorized Signature

f

Type Name and
¡
Title

Email Address

2006 South Ankeny Blvd.

4620 NW 62nd Ave

Ankeny, IA 50021

Johnston, IA 50131

Address

Address

Date

Date

'
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IOWA JOBS
TRAINING PROGRAM

RETRAINING PROJECT
TRAINING PLAN

for

The Electric Company of Greater Des Moines, Inc.
Project #1

January 14, 2004

Training Plan and Budget
For
The Electric Company of Greater Des Moines, Inc.
260F Project 1
The following Training Plan reflects the expected training activities for The Electric
Company o f Greater Des Moines, Inc.
The company will participate in some, if not all, of the following activities.
The company will document the names and social security numbers of the employees who
receive training, and will keep track of specific training received by each employee. All
records o f training documentation to support the expenditures will be kept according to the
categories shown below. They will be submitted for reimbursement as the training
progresses.

I.

JOB SKILL TRAINING

Cost

260F Cost

$28,088

$20,500

A. Computer Skills
The training may instruct employees on computer software and computer systems.
Instruction may include, but is not limited to, a workshop on new operating
systems. DMACC and/or outside vendors may provide computer skills training that
may include, but is not limited to, Excel, Access, Word, Publisher and computer
aided drafting.
B. Project Management/Estimating
The company may train 3 or more employees on the how to manage a project.
Training may include, but is not limited to, Microsoft Project, project estimating,
and individual instruction by a consultant.
C. Safety
A safety consultant may do an assessment o f the company to determine the
magnitude o f compliance with OSHA regulations.
The assessment will identify how employees can work in a safer manner and
environment. Instruction on safe practices in the work place may then be given to
employees. Areas o f instruction include, but are not limited to, fire safety, material
storage, machine guarding, ladders, lifting techniques, P.P.E., confined space,
lockout/tag out, electrical safety and the national electric code. Assistance and
consultation with compliance of OSHA regulations may also be included.

D. Electrical
The company may be training one or more employees on the National Electric Code
and may include testing. Training may also include, but is not limited to, print
reading.

II.

MANAGEMENT SUPERVISORY

$1,000

$750

The company may be sending one or more employees to classes dealing with
management and business topics. Topics may include, but are not limited to,
human resources management, managing problem employees, employment taxes
and sales taxes.

ffl.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

$500

$0

Learning resources may be purchased for a training library. These may include, but
are not limited to, reference materials on electrical codes and regulations. Learning
resources may include, but are not limited to, videos and CD-ROMs. Materials may
also include A.V. equipment.

IV

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

$3,750

$3,750

DMACC will work with the company to identify needed resources.
DMACC will help the company monitor the activity for the duration of the contract
to assure that the training objectives are met.
Total

$33,338

$25,000

Training will begin in January 2004 with completion anticipated January 2006 Upon
receipt o f proper documentation, reimbursement to all providers of training and training
that meets guidelines o f 260 F, DMACC, and this training plan will be made on an applied
for basis.

6. TRAINING PLAN
/. Training start date.
il. Training end date.

1/14/04
1/14/06

ill. TOTAL UNDUPUCATED number of employees to be trained.

7

LIST OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES TO BE PROVIDED
Complete the following chart for each training activity to be provided. Training activities include
vocational and skill assessment and testing, consulting, evaluation, job-retated training, etc. List
each training activity. Include ait direct costs associated with each item listed including trainer
cost, equipment, materials, supplies, facility cost, transportation, meals, etc. Do not include
employee wages. Attach a comprehensive description for each of the listed items. Insert the
descriptions immediately following this page.
# TO BE
TRAINED

TRAINING
COST

TRAINING ACTIVITY
Computer skills

$8,536

5

Project Management and Estimating

$18,802

3

Safety

$500

2

Electrical

$250

1

Management Supervisory

$1,000

2

Materials and Supplies

$500

TOTAL TRAINING COST

Total Training Cost
Admin. Costs
+
Total Project Cost
equals
Company Cash Match
IDED Award Amount
equals
(Maximum Award $25,000)

B

*

$29,588
$3,750
$33,338
$8,338
$25,000

IN KIND MATCH
VALUE OF
WAGES &
BENEFITS:
VALUE OF
FACILITIES:
VALUE OF
EQUIPMENT:
VALUE OF
SUPPLIES:
OTHER:
TOTAL INKIND MATCH

$1,000

$500

« as» « « » -

!
Business contribution above minimum
program match? [x] Yes □ No
5 points
Page
subtotal

O r t-

West Des Moines, Iowa
September 13, 2004
The Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community College met in regular
session on the 13th day of September, 2004, at 4:00 p.m., at the West Campus of the College
located at 5959 Grand Avenue in West Des Moines, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and
there were present the following named Board Members:
Name

Present

Absent

Joseph Pugel, President
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

i%

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

i
E

m

□

Matters were discussed concerning a Retraining Agreement between the College and
Heart of Iowa Cooperative. Following a discussion of the proposal by the Board, there was
introduced and caused to be read a resolution entitled, “A Resolution Approving the Form and
Content and Execution and Delivery of a Retraining Agreement between the College and Heart
of Iowa Cooperative.” The resolution was moved and seconded as follows, and after due
consideration of the resolution by the Board, the President put the question on the motion and,
the roll being called, the following named Board Members voted:
Name

Moved

Seconded

Joseph Pugel
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

□
□
□
□
0
□
□
□
□

□
□
0
□
□
□
□
□

1085574 l.DOC

□

Aye

Nay

X
y

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

y*
B

□

Whereupon, the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.
tfc

Attest:

Secretary of th^Board of Directors

ijs

sjc

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FORM AND CONTENT
AND EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A RETRAINING AGREEMENT
BETW EEN THE COLLEGE AND HEART OF IOWA COOPERATIVE
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
“College”), is an area community college and a body politic organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by Chapter 26OF of the Code of
Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”), to provide a “Jobs Training Program” as
that term is defined in the Act, including the program costs, the purpose of which is to provide
retraining of existing workers for a business within the State of Iowa (the “State”) in order to
improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State, and is authorized under the Act to
pay the costs of such a program from funds allocated for such purpose by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development under Section 260F.6 of the Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to a Jobs Training
Program with Heart of Iowa Cooperative (the “Company”), pursuant to the provisions of the Act
for the purpose of establishing a jobs training program (hereinafter referred to as the “Project”) to
retrain workers at the Company at its facilities located in the merged area served by the College,
which Project will be beneficial to the Company and the College; and
WHEREAS, the College has received an allocation (the “Fund Advance”) under Section
260F.6 of the Act in order to defray all or a portion of the cost of the Project, including necessary
expenses incidental thereto, in the amount of $25,000; and
WHEREAS, a Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth in
Exhibit “A” attached hereto, has been negotiated by the College under the terms of which the
College agrees, subject to the provisions of such Agreement, to provide a Jobs Training Program
for the Company;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, be and the same is hereby approved and the President of the
Board of Directors is hereby authorized to execute said Retraining Agreement, and the Secretary
of the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to attest the same, said Retraining Agreement,
which constitutes and is hereby made a part of this Resolution, to be in substantially the form,
text and containing the provisions set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto with such changes
therein as the officers executing such Retraining Agreement shall approve, such approval to be
conclusively evidenced by the execution thereof.

Section 2.
That the form of resolution required by the Iowa Department of Economic
Development (the “Department”) is hereby approved and the officers of the College are
authorized to file such resolution in accordance with the requirements of the Department.
Section 3.
That officials o f the College are hereby authorized to take such further
action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
Section 4.
That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Passed and approved this 13th day of September, 2004.

ATTEST:

Secretary

the Board of Directors

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) ss
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records of said College and of its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on September 13, 2004, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice of Meeting and tentative agenda, a copy of which was timely served
on each member of the Board of Directors and posted on a bulletin board or other prominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
of the Board of Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board of Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement of the meeting as required by said law and with members of the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board of Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries of the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 13th day of September, 2004.

SECRETABA OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM (260F)
TRAINING CONTRACT

This Iowa Jobs Training Program TRAINING CONTRACT (the "Contract"), effective as of September 13. 2004
between Des Moines Area Community College. Ankenv. Iowa . (the "Community College" and its location), and
Heart of Iowa Cooperative . Roland. Iowa, (the "Employer" and its location), is entered into under the following
circumstances:
A. Pursuant to Chapter 260F of the Code of Iowa (the "Act"), the Community College enters into this
Contract with the Employer for purposes of establishing a training program to educate and train certain
persons employed by the Employer.
B. The Community College and the Employer each have full right and lawful authority to enter into this
Contract and to perform and monitor the provisions of this Contract as they apply respectively to the
Community College and the Employer.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual representations and agreements herein
contained, the parties agree as follows:
^
P

ARTICLE I
REPRESENTATIONS

Section 1.1. Representations of the Community College. The Community College represents and covenants that:
(A) It is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Iowa;
(B)

It is not in violation of or in conflict with any provisions of the laws of the State, which would impair
its ability to carry out its obligations hereunder;

(C)

It is empowered to enter into the transactions contemplated by this Contract; and

(D) It will do all things in its power required to maintain its existence or assure the assumption of its
obligations hereunder by any successor public body.
Section 1.2. Representations and Covenants of the Employer.
The Employer represents and covenants that:
(A) It is a business duly qualified to do business in Iowa;

^

(B) It has full power to execute, deliver, and perform this Contract and all other instruments given by the
Employer to secure its performance and to enter into and carry out the transactions contemplated
herein. Such execution, delivery, and performance are not in contravention of law or the Employer's
articles of incorporation, by-laws or any indenture, agreement, mortgage, lease, undertaking, or any
other restriction, obligation or instrument to which the Employer is a party or by which it is bound.
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This Contract has by proper action been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Employer and
all steps necessary have been taken to constitute this Contract as a valid and binding obligation of the
Employer.
(C) There is no threatened, pending, or actual litigation or proceeding against the Employer or any other
person which affects, in any manner whatsoever, the right of the Employer to execute the Contract or
to otherwise comply with its obligations contained in the Contract.

(D) The Employer is engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce for the purpose of manufacturing,
processing, or assembling products or conducting research and development; OR, provides services
and has customers outside of Iowa.
(E)

The employer, within the 36 month period prior to the date of this application, did not close or reduce
its employment base by more than 20 percent at any of its other business sites in Iowa in order to
relocate substantially the same operation to another area of the state.

(F) The employer is not currently involved in a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute at any of its business
sites in Iowa.

(G) Persons to receive training under this Contract are current employees of the employer for which the
employer pays state withholding tax.
(H) Employees to receive training are not replacement workers who were hired as a result of a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute.
©

The employer is an equal opportunity employer which complies will all local, state, and federal
affirmative action requirements.
ARTICLE H
PROJECT; PROGRAM SERVICES; FEES

Section 2.1 The Iowa Jobs Training Program (260F) Application for Assistance, as submitted by the Community
College in behalf of the Employer, and as approved by the Iowa Department of Economic Development, shall be
incorporated as an integral part of this Contract. The "Project", as defined by the Application, shall consist of the
program services and costs of services to be provided, the number of employees to be trained, the beginning and
ending dates of training, the stated budget, and any other provisions specified in the Application.
Section 2.2. The Community College agrees to provide the program services within the constraints of funds
awarded and released to the Project by the Department of Economic Development. It is understood and agreed that
the Employer and the Community College will cooperate in the coordination and programming of the specific
expenditures and operation of the Project within the guidelines set out by the approved application.
Section 2.3. Iowa Code section 84A.5 requires the Department of Economic Development to report to the Iowa
General Assembly the impact of training provided by this Program on the wages of employees who receive
training. This information is obtained by matching social security numbers of trainees with State income records.
The Employer therefore agrees to provide the social security number of each employee who receives training under
s contract.
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Section 2.4. The Employer agrees to complete Performance Report, Form 260F-5, at the completion of training to
evaluate the initial impact of training on the Business' operations. The Employer also agrees to complete a followreport one year after the completion of training to determine whether the Business' initial objectives for training
^W ere met.
1 Section 2.5. It is understood by the Community College and the Employer that should project funds not be
available or received from the Department o f Economic Development within a reasonable period of time, this
Contract shall be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties. In any event, the Employer shall pay all
administrative and legal costs associated with this Project which have been incurred by the Community College.
ARTICLE m
PAYMENT AND SECURITY

,

Section 3.1. The Community College shall create a fund to deposit monies awarded to the Project by the
Department o f Economic Development (DED). Funds awarded by DED shall be known as the Project Award.
Interest earned on the fund shall be refunded to the State if not used by the Community College in accordance with
Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 261.
1 Section 3.2. The Employer and the Community College agree that the Project Award, in the amount of $25.000.00.
is issued by DED as a forgivable loan and shall not be required to be repaid by the Employer unless an event of
default has occurred. Events of default and associated penalties are specified in Article VI of this Contract. The
, Community College and the Department of Economic Development shall determine whether an event of default has
occurred.
a

W

ARTICLE IV
CONTRACT MODIFICATION

I Section 4.1. An Employer shall not modify any provision of this Contract without the prior written approval of the
I Community College.
i

. Section 4.2 The Community College, with the written consent of the Employer, has the authority to modify all
1 provisions o f this Contract except modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be
trained or which significantly change the training program. The Community College is authorized to change the
ending dates of the training project, training provider, or other minor modifications to the training program. A
signed copy o f the modification must be sent to the Department.
Section 4.3 Modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be trained or change the
training program content must by approved by the Department of Economic Development, the Community College,
and the Employer.
Section 4.4 This Contract shall not be modified in any way that would result in a violation of the "Act".

#
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ARTICLE V
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS
Section 5.1. The employer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and executive orders, to insure
that no applicant for employment or employee is discriminated against because of race, religion, color, age, sex,
national origin, or disability.
Section 5.2, The employer shall provide state or federal agencies with appropriate reports as required to insure
compliance with equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
Section 5.3. The employer shall insure, to the maximum extent possible, that all authorized subcontractors comply
with provisions o f this section.
ARTICLE VI
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
Section 6.1. Events o f Default. Each of the following shall be an "event of default1':
(A) The Employer fails to complete the training project within the agreed period of time as specified in the
training Contract. Such Employer shall be required to repay 20 percent of total project funds expended
by the community college and the business.
(B) The Employer fails to train the agreed number of employees as specified in the training Contract. Such
Employer shall be required to repay a proportionate amount of total project funds expended by the
community college and the Employer. The proportion shall be based on the number of employees not
trained compared to the number of employees to have been trained.
(C) If both (A) and (B) occur, both penalties shall apply.
(D)The Employer fails to comply with any requirements contained in the training agreement. The
Employer shall be sent written notice by the community college, which specifies the issue(s) of
noncompliance and shall be allowed 20 days from the date notice is sent to effect a cure. If
noncompliance is of such a nature that a cure cannot be reasonably accomplished within 20 days, the
community college has the discretion to extend the period of cure to a maximum of 60 days.
(E) The Employer ceases or announces the cessation of operations at the project site prior to completion of
the training program.
(F) The Employer directly or indirectly makes any false or misleading representations or warranties in the
program application or training agreement, reports, or any other documents, which are provided, to the
community college or the department.
(G) The Employer acts in any manner contrary to, or fails to act in accordance with any provision of the
training Contract.
(H) An Employer takes corporate action to effect any of the preceding conditions of default.
#2 260F Training Contract
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Section 6.2. Whenever an event of default has occurred, further training or payments to the Employer shall be
suspended.
ection 6.3. Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (A-C), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount of penalty determined
by the Department. The Employer shall also pay interest on the amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest
shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award check.
Section 6.4 Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (D-H), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount expended by the
Employer and the Community College from the Project Award. The Employer shall also pay interest on the
► amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award
check.
Section 6.5. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is continuing, the Community College may take
whatever action at law or in equity may appear necessary or desirable to collect the amounts then due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation or agreement of the Employer under this Contract.
1 Section 6.6. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Community College by this Contract is intended to be
exclusive o f any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall
be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission
to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed
to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
deemed expedient. In order to entitle the Community College to exercise any remedy reserved to it in this Article,
0 | shall not be necessary to give any notice, other then such notice as may be expressly required herein.
Section 6.7. In the event any agreement contained in this Contract should be breached by either party and thereafter
waived by the other party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed
to waive any other breach hereunder.
. Section 6.8. As required by Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter F, any payments required to be made by the
Employer to the Department of Economic Development are a lien upon the Employer's property until paid and have
equal precedence with ordinary taxes and shall not be divested by a judicial sale. Property subject to the lien may
be sold for sums due and delinquent at a tax sale, with the same forfeitures, penalties, and consequences as for the
nonpayment of ordinary taxes. The purchaser at tax sale obtains the property subject to the remaining payments.
Section 6.9. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is unresolved, the Community College shall assign this
, Contract to the Iowa Department of Economic Development for appropriate collection action.
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ARTICLE V n
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 7.1. All notices, requests or other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be
sufficiently given when mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the appropriate address
as follows:
Community College:

Des Moines Area Community College___________________________________
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard
Ankeny, LA 50021

Employer:

Heart of Iowa Coop
229 E Ash, Box 308
Roland, IA 50236

The Employer and the Community College may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different
addresses to which subsequent notices, requests or other communications shall be sent.

m
^Section 7.2. All covenants, stipulations, obligations and agreements of the Community College contained in this
Contract shall be effective to the extent authorized and permitted by applicable law. No such covenant, stipulation,
obligation or agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or
future member, officer, agent or employee of the Community College or the Board of Directors other than in his
official capacity, and neither the members of the Board of Directors nor any official executing this Contract shall be
liable personally or be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the covenants, stipulations,
obligations or agreements o f the Community College contained in this Contract.
Section 7.3. This Contract shall benefit of and be binding in accordance with its terms upon the Community
College, the Employer and their respective permitted successors and assigns. This Contract may not be assigned by
the Employer without the express written consent of the Community College and may not be assigned by the
Community College except as may be necessary to enforce or secure payment due resulting from an event of
default.
Section 7.4. This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be regarded as an
original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 7.5. If any provision of this Contract, or any covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act, or action, or
part thereof made, assumed, entered into or taken thereunder or any application thereof, is for any reason held to be
illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision or any other covenant, stipulation,
obligation, agreement, act or action or part thereof made, assumed, entered into, or taken, each of which shall be
^ p n s tru e d and enforced as if such illegal or invalid portion were not contained herein. Nor shall illegality of any
^(»plication thereof affect any legal and valid application thereof and each such provision, covenant, stipulation,
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obligation, agreement, act, or action, or part thereof shall be deemed to be effective, operative, made, entered into
or taken in the manner and to the full extent permitted by law.

« ection 7.6. This Contract shall be governed exclusively by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
o f Iowa.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Community College and the Employer have caused this Contract to be duly
executed all as o f the date hereinabove written.
Heart of Iowa Coop

Des Moines Area Community College

Business

Authorized Signature

<Jßg Pcmû/I^ ò ù a rìd Pr&c.ici&rìl'

Howard E. Shepherd - Safety Manager

Type Name and Title

Type Name and Title

heshep@hoic.com
Email Address

ft

2006 South Ankeny Blvd.

229 E Ash, Box 308

Ankeny, IA 50021

Roland, IA 50236

Address

Address

^ •/s-

o l/

Date

260F-4 (03/00)
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May 17, 2004
Date

IOWA JOBS
TRAINING PROGRAM

RETRAINING PROJECT
TRAINING PLAN

for

Heart of Iowa Cooperative
Project #2

March 17, 2004

Training Plan and Budget
For
Heart o f Iowa Co-op
260F Project 2
The following Training Plan reflects the expected training activities for Heart of Iowa Co
op. The company will participate in some, if not all, of the following activities.
The company will document the names and social security numbers of the employees who
receive training, and will keep track of specific training received by each employee. All
records o f training documentation to support the expenditures will be kept according to the
categories shown below. They will submitted for reimbursement as the training progresses.

I.

JOB SKILL TRAINING

Cost

260F Cost

$21,250

$21,250

A. Safety
A DMACC safety consultant may work with the company to advise and assess the
company’s training needs.
Instruction on safe practices in the work place may be given to employees. Areas of
instruction include, but are not limited to, fire safety, material storage, operation of
electrical equipment, National Electric Code, machine guarding, ladders, lifting
techniques, P.P.E., confined space, lockout/tag out, electrical safety, HAZCOM and
housekeeping. Assistance and consultation with compliance of OSHA regulations
may also be included.
B. Computer skills
DMACC and/ or outside vendors may provide computer skills training that may
include, but not limited to, Excel and Access software.
m.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
$8,338
$0
Learning resources may be purchased for the training library. These may include,
but are not limited to, videos and CD-ROMs. Materials may also include A.V.
equipment such as, but not limited to, a projection screen, plasma display, data
projector, software, computer, DVD/VCR, wireless whiteboard, dry-erase board,
and printer.

IV

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

$3,750

$3,750

DMACC will work with the company to identify needed resources.
DMACC will help the company monitor the activity for the duration of the contract
to assure that the training objectives are met.
Total

$33,338

$25,000

Training will begin in March 2004 with completion anticipated March 2006. Upon receipt
of proper documentation, reimbursement to all providers of training and training that meets
guidelines of 260 F, DMACC, and this training plan will be made on an applied for basis.

►

6. TRAINING PLAN
I. Training start date.

3 /1 7 /0 4

H. Training end date.

3/17/06
25

Hi. TOTAL UNDUPLICATED number of employees to be trained.

LIST OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES TO BE PROVIDED
Complete the following chart for each training activity to be provided. Training activities include
vocational and skill assessment and testing, consulting, evaluation, job-related training, etc. List
each training activity. Include all direct costs associated with each item iisted including trainer
cost, equipment, materials, supplies, facility cost, transportation, meals, etc. Do not include
employee wages. Attach a comprehensive description for each of the listed items. Insert the
descriptions immediately following this page.
TRAINING ACTIVITY

TRAINING
COST

it TO BE
TRAINED

$1,250

2

I Safety

$20,000

25

' Materials

$8,338

Computer Skills

TOTAL TRAINING COST

Total Training Cost
Admin. Costs
+
Totai Project Cost
equais
Company Cash Match
IDED Award Amount
equais
JMaximum Award $25,000)

IN KIND MATCH
VALUE OF
WAGES &
BENEFITS:
VALUE OF
FACILITIES:
VALUE OF
EQUIPMENT:
VALUE OF
SUPPLIES:
OTHER:
TOTAL INKIND MATCH

$13,000

HHHH
$29,588
$3,750
$33,338
$8,338
$25,000

3

Business contribution above minimum
program match? [>3 Yes □ No
5 points
Page
subtotal

4 -3

West Des Moines, Iowa
September 13, 2004
The Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community College met in regular
session on the 13th day of September, 2004, at 4:00 p.m., at the West Campus of the College
located at 5959 Grand Avenue in West Des Moines, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and
there were present the following named Board Members:
Name

Absent

Present

Joseph Pugel, President
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue
Matters were discussed concerning a Retraining Agreement between the College and
Hydro Klean, Inc. Following a discussion of the proposal by the Board, there was introduced and
caused to be read a resolution entitled, “A Resolution Approving the Form and Content and
Execution and Delivery of a Retraining Agreement between the College and Hydro Klean, Inc.”
The resolution was moved and seconded as follows, and after due consideration of the resolution
by the Board, the President put the question on the motion and, the roll being called, the
following named Board Members voted:
Name
Joseph Pugel
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue
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Moved

Seconded

Aye

Nay

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Whereupon, the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.

Secretary ofohe Board of Directors

#

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FORM AND CONTENT
AND EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A RETRAINING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND HYDRO KLEAN, INC.
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
“College”), is an area community college and a body politic organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by Chapter 260F of the Code of
Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”), to provide a “Jobs Training Program” as
that term is defined in the Act, including the program costs, the purpose of which is to provide
retraining of existing workers for a business within the State of Iowa (the “State”) in order to
improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State, and is authorized under the Act to
pay the costs of such a program from funds allocated for such purpose by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development under Section 260F.6 of the Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to a Jobs Training
Program with Hydro Klean, Inc. (the “Company”), pursuant to the provisions of the Act for the
purpose of establishing a jobs training program (hereinafter referred to as the “Project”) to retrain
workers at the Company at its facilities located in the merged area served by the College, which
Project will be beneficial to the Company and the College; and
WHEREAS, the College has received an allocation (the “Fund Advance”) under Section
260F.6 of the Act in order to defray all or a portion of the cost of the Project, including necessary
expenses incidental thereto, in the amount of $25,000; and
WHEREAS, a Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth in
Exhibit “A” attached hereto, has been negotiated by the College under the terms of which the
College agrees, subject to the provisions of such Agreement, to provide a Jobs Training Program
for the Company;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, be and the same is hereby approved and the President of the
Board of Directors is hereby authorized to execute said Retraining Agreement, and the Secretary
of the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to attest the same, said Retraining Agreement,
which constitutes and is hereby made a part of this Resolution, to be in substantially the form,
text and containing the provisions set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto with such changes
therein as the officers executing such Retraining Agreement shall approve, such approval to be
conclusively evidenced by the execution thereof.

Section 2.
That the form of resolution required by the Iowa Department of Economic
Development (the “Department”) is hereby approved and the officers of the College are
authorized to file such resolution in accordance with the requirements of the Department.
Section 3.
That officials of the College are hereby authorized to take such further
action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
Section 4.
That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Passed and approved this 13th day of September, 2004.

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) ss )

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records of said College and of its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on September 13, 2004, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice of Meeting and tentativeagenda, a copy of which was timely served
on each member of the Boardof Directors and posted on a bulletin board or otherprominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
of the Board of Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board of Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement o f the meeting as required by said law and with members of the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board of Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries of the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 13th day of September, 2004.

SECRETAT# ÔF THÉ BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM (260F)
TRAINING CONTRACT

This Iowa Jobs Training Program TRAINING CONTRACT (the "Contract"), effective as of September 13. 2004
between Des Moines Area Community College. Ankeny. Iowa . (the "Community College" and its location), and
Hydro Klean. In c.. Des Moines. Iowa, (the "Employer" and its location), is entered into under the following
circumstances:
A. Pursuant to Chapter 260F of the Code of Iowa (the "Act"), the Community College enters into this
Contract with the Employer for purposes of establishing a training program to educate and train certain
persons employed by the Employer.
B. The Community College and the Employer each have full right and lawful authority to enter into this
Contract and to perform and monitor the provisions of this Contract as they apply respectively to the
Community College and the Employer.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual representations and agreements herein
contained, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
REPRESENTATIONS

0

Section 1.1. Representations of the Community College. The Community College represents and covenants that:
(A) It is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Iowa;
(B)

It is not in violation o f or in conflict with any provisions of the laws of the State, which would impair
its ability to carry out its obligations hereunder;

(C)

It is empowered to enter into the transactions contemplated by this Contract; and

(D) It will do all things in its power required to maintain its existence or assure the assumption of its
obligations hereunder by any successor public body.
Section 1.2. Representations and Covenants of the Employer.
The Employer represents and covenants that:
(A) It is a business duly qualified to do business in Iowa;
(B)

It has full power to execute, deliver, and perform this Contract and all other instruments given by the
Employer to secure its performance and to enter into and carry out the transactions contemplated
herein. Such execution, delivery, and performance are not in contravention of law or the Employer's
articles of incorporation, by-laws or any indenture, agreement, mortgage, lease, undertaking, or any
other restriction, obligation or instrument to which the Employer is a party or by which it is bound.
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This Contract has by proper action been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Employer and
all steps necessary have been taken to constitute this Contract as a valid and binding obligation of the
Employer.
>

(C)

There is no threatened, pending, or actual litigation or proceeding against the Employer or any other
person which affects, in any manner whatsoever, the right of the Employer to execute the Contract or
to otherwise comply with its obligations contained in the Contract.

(D) The Employer is engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce for the purpose of manufacturing,
processing, or assembling products or conducting research and development; OR, provides services
and has customers outside o f Iowa.

(E) The employer, within the 36 month period prior to the date of this application, did not close or reduce
its employment base by more than 20 percent at any of its other business sites in Iowa in order to
relocate substantially the same operation to another area of the state.

(F) The employer is not currently involved in a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute at any of its business
sites in Iowa.

i

(G) Persons to receive training under this Contract are current employees of the employer for which the
employer pays state withholding tax.
(H) Employees to receive training are not replacement workers who were hired as a result of a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute.

^

0)

The employer is an equal opportunity employer which complies will all local, state, and federal
affirmative action requirements.
ARTICLE II
PROJECT; PROGRAM SERVICES; FEES

Section 2.1 The Iowa Jobs Training Program (260F) Application for Assistance, as submitted by the Community
College in behalf of the Employer, and as approved by the Iowa Department of Economic Development, shall be
incorporated as an integral part of this Contract. The "Project", as defined by the Application, shall consist of the
program services and costs of services to be provided, the number of employees to be trained, the beginning and
ending dates o f training, the stated budget, and any other provisions specified in the Application.
Section 2.2. The Community College agrees to provide the program services within the constraints of funds
awarded and released to the Project by the Department of Economic Development. It is understood and agreed that
the Employer and the Community College will cooperate in the coordination and programming of the specific
expenditures and operation of the Project within the guidelines set out by the approved application.
Section 2.3. Iowa Code section 84A.5 requires the Department of Economic Development to report to the Iowa
General Assembly the impact o f training provided by this Program on the wages of employees who receive
training. This information is obtained by matching social security numbers of trainees with State income records.
The Employer therefore agrees to provide the social security number of each employee who receives training under
^ j^ is contract.
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Section 2.4. The Employer agrees to complete Performance Report, Form 260F-5, at the completion of training to
evaluate the initial impact of training on the Business' operations. The Employer also agrees to complete a followreport one year after the completion of training to determine whether the Business' initial objectives for training
^ w e re met.
f Section 2.5. It is understood by the Community College and the Employer that should project funds not be
available or received from the Department of Economic Development within a reasonable period of time, this
Contract shall be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties. In any event, the Employer shall pay all
administrative and legal costs associated with this Project which have been incurred by the Community College.
ARTICLE HI
PAYMENT AND SECURITY

,

Section 3.1. The Community College shall create a fund to deposit monies awarded to the Project by the
Department of Economic Development (DED). Funds awarded by DED shall be known as the Project Award.
Interest earned on the fund shall be refunded to the State if not used by the Community College in accordance with
Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 261.
1 Section 3.2. The Employer and the Community College agree that the Project Award, in the amount of $25.000.00.
is issued by DED as a forgivable loan and shall not be required to be repaid by the Employer unless an event of
default has occurred. Events of default and associated penalties are specified in Article VI of this Contract. The
Community College and the Department of Economic Development shall determine whether an event of default has
occurred.
a

W

ARTICLE IV
CONTRACT MODIFICATION

Section 4.1. An Employer shall not modify any provision of this Contract without the prior written approval of the
Community College.
Section 4.2 The CommunityCollege, with the written consent of the Employer, has the authority to modify all
1 provisions o f thisContract except modifications which result in a reductionof the number of employees to be
trained or which significantly change the training program. The Community College is authorized to change the
ending dates of the training project, training provider, or other minor modifications to the training program. A
signed copy of the modification must be sent to the Department.
Section 4.3 Modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be trained or change the
, training program content must by approved by the Department of Economic Development, the Community College,
and the Employer.
Section 4.4 This Contract shall not be modified in any way that would result in a violation of the "Act".
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ARTICLE V
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS
> Section 5.1. The employer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and executive orders, to insure
that no applicant for employment or employee is discriminated against because of race, religion, color, age, sex,
national origin, or disability.
Section 5.2. The employer shall provide state or federal agencies with appropriate reports as required to insure
compliance with equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
Section 5.3. The employer shall insure, to the maximum extent possible, that all'authorized subcontractors comply
with provisions of this section.
ARTICLE VI
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
Section 6.1. Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an "event of default":
(A) The Employer fails to complete the training project within the agreed period of time as specified in the
training Contract. Such Employer shall be required to repay 20 percent of total project funds expended
by the community college and the business.
(B) The Employer fails to train the agreed number of employees as specified in the training Contract. Such
Employer shall be required to repay a proportionate amount of total project funds expended by the
community college and the Employer. The proportion shall be based on the number of employees not
trained compared to the number of employees to have been trained.
(C) If both (A) and (B) occur, both penalties shall apply.
(D)The Employer fails to comply with any requirements contained in the training agreement. The
Employer shall be sent written notice by the community college, which specifies the issue(s) of
noncompliance and shall be allowed 20 days from the date notice is sent to effect a cure. If
noncompliance is of such a nature that a cure cannot be reasonably accomplished within 20 days, the
community college has the discretion to extend the period of cure to a maximum of 60 days.
(E) The Employer ceases or announces the cessation of operations at the project site prior to completion of
the training program.
(F) The Employer directly or indirectly makes any false or misleading representations or warranties in the
program application or training agreement, reports, or any other documents, which are provided, to the
community college or the department.
(G) The Employer acts in any manner contrary to, or fails to act in accordance with any provision of the
training Contract,
(H) An Employer takes corporate action to effect any of the preceding conditions of default.
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Section 6.2. Whenever an event of default has occurred, further training or payments to the Employer shall be
suspended.
^ fc c tio n 6.3. Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (A-C), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount of penalty determined
* by the Department. The Employer shall also pay interest on the amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest
shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award check.
Section 6.4 Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (D-H), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount expended by the
! Employer and the Community College from the Project Award. The Employer shall also pay interest on the
[ amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award
: check.
: Section 6.5. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is continuing, the Community College may take
whatever action at law or in equity may appear necessary or desirable to collect the amounts then due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation or agreement of the Employer under this Contract.
* Section 6.6. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Community College by this Contract is intended to be
exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall
be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission
to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed
to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
deemed expedient. In order to entitle the Community College to exercise any remedy reserved to it in this Article,
no,
n e e « « , „ g .,,
n .t a , o t a t o - h „ t o - »„y
. p - h „ i..
Section 6.7. In the event any agreement contained in this Contract should be breached by either party and thereafter
waived by the other party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed
to waive any other breach hereunder.
Section 6.8. As required by Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter F, any payments required to be made by the
1 Employer to the Department of Economic Development are a lien upon the Employer's property until paid and have
equal precedence with ordinary taxes and shall not be divested by a judicial sale. Property subject to the lien may
be sold for sums due and delinquent at a tax sale, with the same forfeitures, penalties, and consequences as for the
nonpayment of ordinary taxes. The purchaser at tax sale obtains the property subject to the remaining payments.
Section 6.9. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is unresolved, the Community College shall assign this
, Contract to the Iowa Department of Economic Development for appropriate collection action.
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ARTICLE VII
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 7.1. All notices, requests or other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be
sufficiently given when mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the appropriate address
as follows:
Community College:

Des Moines Area Community College
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard
Ankeny, IA 50021

Employer:

Hydro Klean
333 NW 49th Place
Des Moines, IA 50313

. The Employer and the Community College may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different
! addresses to which subsequent notices, requests or other communications shall be sent.

#

.

.

.

^section 7.2. All covenants, stipulations, obligations and agreements of the Community College contamed m this
Contract shall be effective to the extent authorized and permitted by applicable law. No such covenant, stipulation,
obligation or agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or
future member, officer, agent or employee of the Community College or the Board of Directors other than in his
official capacity, and neither the members of the Board of Directors nor any official executing this Contract shall be
( liable personally or be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the covenants, stipulations,
obligations or agreements of the Community College contained in this Contract.

Section 7.3. This Contract shall benefit of and be binding in accordance with its terms upon the Community
College, the Employer and their respective permitted successors and assigns. This Contract may not be assigned by
the Employer without the express written consent of the Community College and may not be assigned by the
Community College except as may be necessary to enforce or secure payment due resulting from an event of
1 default.
Section 7.4. This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be regarded as an
original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 7.5. If any provision of this Contract, or any covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act, or action, or
part thereof made, assumed, entered into or taken thereunder or any application thereof, is for any reason held to be
illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision or any other covenant, stipulation,
obligation, agreement, act or action or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into, or taken, each of which shall be
^fcnstrued and enforced as if such illegal or invalid portion were not contained herein. Nor shall illegality of any
Application thereof affect any legal and valid application thereof, and each such provision, covenant, stipulation,
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obligation, agreement, act, or action, or part thereof shall be deemed to be effective, operative, made, entered into
or taken in the manner and to the full extent permitted by law.
Action 7.6. This Contract shall be governed exclusively by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of Iowa.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Community College and the Employer have caused this Contract to be duly
executed all as of the date hereinabove written.
Des Moines Area Community College

Hydro Klean, Inc.
Business

Authorized/signature

Andrew W. Merical, CEO
Type Name and Title

Type Name and Title

a / f \ - e . v ic a ì S k y < à r o - k h a
Email Address

9

2006 South Ankeny Blvd.

333 NW 49th Place

Ankeny, IA 50021

Des Moines, IA 50313

Address

Address

£? / 3 . o y

4/ 14

Date

260F-4 (03/00)
q:\edg\shared\260fforms\260ftraining contract.doc[Date&Time:08/26/96:4:36:48 PM]
Approved as to Form 08/26/96 by DMACC General Counsel
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IOWA JOBS
TRAINING PROGRAM

RETRAINING PROJECT
TRAINING PLAN

for

Hydro Klean, Inc.
Project #2

February 1, 2004

Training Plan And Budget
For
Hydro Klean
260F Project #2
The following Training Plan reflects the expected training activities for
Hydro Klean. The company will document the names and social
security numbers of the employees who receive training, and will
keep track of the specific training received by each employee. All
records of training documentation to support the expenditures will be
kept according to the categories shown below. They will be
submitted for reimbursement as the training progresses.
Total Cost
I.

260F Cost

Job Skill Training
$28,000
$20,250
The following activities are intended to assist employees of
Hydro Klean to improve their knowledge and practice of
safety skills, computer skills, and professional skill
development:
■ Safety classes, seminars, or training sessions to be
provided by DMACC and/or outside vendors. Training
may include, but is not limited to confined space
training, OSHA compliance and consulting, first aid,
record keeping, Hazwoper training, accident prevention,
and bloodbome pathogens.
■ Safety training material and equipment, which may
include safety videos, posters, signs, and personal
protective equipment to be used for training.
• Classes, seminars, and training for software and
business system training as it relates to Hydro Klean’s
business. May include Microsoft products training.
• Classes, seminars, and training for development of
professional skills, which may include time
management, project management, administrative skills,
operator qualification for tank cleaning, and IS NetWorld
consulting/training.

Hydro Klean (continued)

II.

Supervisory Skills
$2,000
$1,000
Classes, seminars, and training to develop the
organization’s leadership. May include topics such
as managing problem employees, fundamentals of
leadership, basics of supervision, and workman’s
compensation management.

A portion of these costs will include tuition, registration fees,
materials, equipment, and travel expenses and will be reimbursed
from the 260F program or Hydro Klean’s cash match.

IV.

DMACC Project Management Fee
$ 3,750
Totals:

$33,750

$ 3,750
$25,000

Training will begin on February 1, 2004 with completion anticipated
for February 1, 2007. Upon receipt of proper documentation,
reimbursement to all providers of training and training that meets the
guidelines of 260F, DMACC, and this training plan, will be made on
an applied for basis.

6. TRAINING PLAN
I. Training start date.

2/1/04

II. Training end date.

2/1/07

Hi. TOTAL UNDUPLICATED number of employees to be trained.

25

LIST OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES TO BE PROVIDED
Complete the following chart for each training activity to be provided. Training activities include
vocational and skill assessment and testing, consulting, evaluation, job-related training, etc. List
each training activity. Include all direct costs associated with each item listed including trainer
cost, equipment, materials, supplies, facility cost, transportation, meals, etc. Do not include
employee wages. Attach a comprehensive description for each of the listed items. Insert the
descriptions immediately following this page.
TRAINING ACTIVITY

TRAINING
COST

Safety Training
^Management/Supervisory Skills Training
Computer Skills Training

TOTAL TRAINING COST

Total Training Cost
+
Admin. Costs
equals
Total Project Cost
Company Cash Match
IDED Award Amount
equals
I ¡Maximum Award $25,000)

$16,000

25

$2,000

4

$2,000

5

$10,000

Professional Skills Development

UTOBE
TRAINED

8

IN KIND MATCH
VALUE OF
WAGES &
BENEFITS:
VALUE OF
FACILITIES:
VALUE OF
EQUIPMENT:
VALUE OF
SUPPLIES:
OTHER:
TOTAL INKIND MATCH

$26,040

’v

;

^ r > ;;jV^Ç30;:QPPS

$30,000 Business contribution above minimum
$3,750 program match? [X] Yes d No
$33,750
$8,750
$25,000
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West Des Moines, Iowa
September 13, 2004
The Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community College met in regular
session on the 13th day of September, 2004, at 4:00 p.m., at the West Campus of the College
located at 5959 Grand Avenue in West Des Moines, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and
there were present the following named Board Members:
Name

Present

Absent

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Joseph Pugel, President
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

Matters were discussed concerning a Retraining Agreement between the College and ITA
Group, Inc. Following a discussion of the proposal by the Board, there was introduced and
caused to be read a resolution entitled, “A Resolution Approving the Form and Content and
Execution and Delivery of a Retraining Agreement between the College and ITA Group, Inc.”
The resolution was moved and seconded as follows, and after due consideration of the resolution
by the Board, the President put the question on the motion and, the roll being called, the
following named Board Members voted:
Name
Joseph Pugel
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue
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Moved

Seconded

Nay

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Whereupon, the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.
j|s

Attest:

Secretary of|$ie Board of Directors

:jc

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FORM AND CONTENT
AND EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A RETRAINING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND ITA GROUP, INC.
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
“College”), is an area community college and a body politic organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by Chapter 260F of the Code of
Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”), to provide a “Jobs Training Program” as
that term is defined in the Act, including the program costs, the purpose of which is to provide
retraining of existing workers for a business within the State of Iowa (the “State”) in order to
improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State, and is authorized under the Act to
pay the costs of such a program from funds allocated for such purpose by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development under Section 260F.6 of the Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to a Jobs Training
Program with ITA Group, Inc. (the “Company3’), pursuant to the provisions of the Act for the
purpose of establishing a jobs training program (hereinafter referred to as the “Project”) to retrain
workers at the Company at its facilities located in the merged area served by the College, which
Project will be beneficial to the Company and the College; and
WHEREAS, the College has received an allocation (the “Fund Advance”) under Section
260F.6 of the Act in order to defray all or a portion of the cost of the Project, including necessary
expenses incidental thereto, in the amount of $25,000; and
WHEREAS, a Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth in
Exhibit “A” attached hereto, has been negotiated by the College under the terms of which the
College agrees, subject to the provisions of such Agreement, to provide a Jobs Training Program
for the Company;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, be and the same is hereby approved and the President of the
Board of Directors is hereby authorized to execute said Retraining Agreement, and the Secretary
of the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to attest the same, said Retraining Agreement,
which constitutes and is hereby made a part of this Resolution, to be in substantially the form,
text and containing the provisions set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto with such changes
therein as the officers executing such Retraining Agreement shall approve, such approval to be
conclusively evidenced by the execution thereof

Section 2.
That the form of resolution required by the Iowa Department of Economic
Development (the “Department”) is hereby approved and the officers of the College are
authorized to file such resolution in accordance with the requirements of the Department.
Section 3.
That officials of the College are hereby authorized to take such further
action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
Section 4.
That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Passed and approved this 13th day of September, 2004.

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) ss
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records of said College and o f its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on September 13, 2004, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice of Meetingand tentative agenda,a copy of which was timely served
on each member of the Board of Directors and posted on a bulletin board or otherprominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
of the Board of Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board of Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement of the meeting as required by said law and with members of the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board of Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries of the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 13th day of September, 2004.

SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM (260F)
TRAINING CONTRACT

This Iowa Jobs Training Program TRAINING CONTRACT (the "Contract"), effective as of September 13, 2004
between Des Moines Area Community College. Ankeny, Iowa , (the "Community College" and its location), and
ITA Group, In c., West Des Moines, Iowa, (the "Employer" and its location), is entered into under the following
circumstances:
►
A. Pursuant to Chapter 260F of the Code of Iowa (the "Act"), the Community College enters into this
Contract with the Employer for purposes of establishing a training program to educate and train certain
persons employed by the Employer.
B. The Community College and the Employer each have full right and lawful authority to enter into this
Contract and to perform and monitor the provisions of this Contract as they apply respectively to the
Community College and the Employer.

t

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual representations and agreements herein
contained, the parties agree as follows:
—
^

I

ARTICLE I
REPRESENTATIONS

Section 1.1. Representations of the Community College. The Community College represents and covenants that:
(A) It is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Iowa;
(B)

It is not in violation o f or in conflict with any provisions of the laws of the State, which would impair
its ability to carry out its obligations hereunder;

(C) It is empowered to enter into the transactions contemplated by this Contract; and
(D) It will do all things in its power required to maintain its existence or assure the assumption of its
obligations hereunder by any successor public body.
;

Section 1.2. Representations and Covenants of the Employer.
The Employer represents and covenants that:
(A) It is a business duly qualified to do business in Iowa;
(B)

It has full power to execute, deliver, and perform this Contract and all other instruments given by the
Employer to secure its performance and to enter into and carry out the transactions contemplated
herein. Such execution, delivery, and performance are not in contravention of law or the Employer's
articles of incorporation, by-laws or any indenture, agreement, mortgage, lease, undertaking, or any
other restriction, obligation or instrument to which the Employer is a party or by which it is bound.
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This Contract has by proper action been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Employer and
all steps necessary have been taken to constitute this Contract as a valid and binding obligation of the
Employer.
(C)

There is no threatened, pending, or actual litigation or proceeding against the Employer or any other
person which affects, in any manner whatsoever, the right of the Employer to execute the Contract or
to otherwise comply with its obligations contained in the Contract.

(D) The Employer is engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce for the purpose of manufacturing,
processing, or assembling products or conducting research and development; OR, provides services
and has customers outside of Iowa.
(E)

The employer, within the 36 month period prior to the date of this application, did not close or reduce
its employment base by more than 20 percent at any of its other business sites in Iowa in order to
relocate substantially the same operation to another area of the state.

(F) The employer is not currently involved in a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute at any of its business
sites in Iowa.
(G) Persons to receive training under this Contract are current employees of the employer for which the
employer pays state withholding tax.
(H) Employees to receive training are not replacement workers who were hired as a result of a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute.
(I)

The employer is an equal opportunity employer which complies will all local, state, and federal
affirmative action requirements.
ARTICLE II
PROJECT; PROGRAM SERVICES; FEES

►Section 2.1 The Iowa Jobs Training Program (260F) Application for Assistance, as submitted by the Community
College in behalf of the Employer, and as approved by the Iowa Department of Economic Development, shall be
incorporated as an integral part of this Contract. The "Project", as defined by the Application, shall consist of the
program services and costs of services to be provided, the number of employees to be trained, the beginning and
ending dates of training, the stated budget, and any other provisions specified in the Application.
( Section 2.2. The Community College agrees to provide the program services within the constraints of funds
awarded and released to the Project by the Department of Economic Development. It is understood and agreed that
the Employer and the Community College will cooperate in the coordination and programming of the specific
expenditures and operation of the Project within the guidelines set out by the approved application.
Section 2.3. Iowa Code section 84A.5 requires the Department of Economic Development to report to the Iowa
General Assembly the impact of training provided by this Program on the wages of employees who receive
' training. This information is obtained by matching social security numbers of trainees with State income records.
The Employer therefore agrees to provide the social security number of each employee who receives training under
is contract.

é
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Section 2.4. The Employer agrees to complete Performance Report, Form 260F-5, at the completion of training to
evaluate the initial impact of training on the Business' operations. The Employer also agrees to complete a followreport one year after the completion of training to determine whether the Business' initial objectives for training
^W ere met.
► Section 2.5. It is understood by the Community College and the Employer that should project funds not be
available or received from the Department of Economic Development within a reasonable period of time, this
Contract shall be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties. In any event, the Employer shall pay all
administrative and legal costs associated with this Project which have been incurred by the Community College.
ARTICLE III
PAYMENT AND SECURITY

(

Section 3.1. The Community College shall create a fund to deposit monies awarded to the Project by the
Department of Economic Development (DED). Funds awarded by DED shall be known as the Project Award.
Interest earned on the fund shall be refunded to the State if not used by the Community College in accordance with
Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 261.
►Section 3.2. The Employer and the Community College agree that the Project Award, in the amount of $25.000.00.
is issued by DED as a forgivable loan and shall not be required to be repaid by the Employer unless an event of
default has occurred. Events of default and associated penalties are specified in Article VI of this Contract. The
Community College and the Department of Economic Development shall determine whether an event of default has
occurred.
ARTICLE IV
CONTRACT MODIFICATION
|

Section 4.1. An Employer shall not modify any provision of this Contract without the prior written approval of the
Community College.
Section 4.2 The Community College, with the written consent of the Employer, has the authority to modify all
► provisions of this Contract except modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be
trained or which significantly change the training program. The Community College is authorized to change the
ending dates of the training project, training provider, or other minor modifications to the training program. A
signed copy of the modification must be sent to the Department.
Section 4.3 Modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be trained or change the
( training program content must by approved by the Department of Economic Development, the Community College,
and the Employer.
Section 4.4 This Contract shall not be modified in any way that would result in a violation of the "Act".
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ARTICLE V
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS
> Section 5.1. The employer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and executive orders, to insure
that no applicant for employment or employee is discriminated against because of race, religion, color, age, sex,
national origin, or disability.
Section 5.2. The employer shall provide state or federal agencies with appropriate reports as required to insure
compliance with equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
Section 5.3. The employer shall insure, to the maximum extent possible, that all authorized subcontractors comply
with provisions of this section.
ARTICLE VI
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
► Section 6.1. Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an "event of default":
(A) The Employer fails to complete the training project within the agreed period of time as specified in the
training Contract. Such Employer shall be required to repay 20 percent of total project funds expended
by the community college and the business.
(B) The Employer fails to train the agreed number of employees as specified in the training Contract. Such
Employer shall be required to repay a proportionate amount of total project funds expended by the
community college and the Employer. The proportion shall be based on the number of employees not
trained compared to the number of employees to have been trained.
(C) If both (A) and (B) occur, both penalties shall apply.
(D)The Employer fails to comply with any requirements contained in the training agreement. The
Employer shall be sent written notice by the community college, which specifies the issue(s) of
noncompliance and shall be allowed 20 days from the date notice is sent to effect a cure. If
noncompliance is of such a nature that a cure cannot be reasonably accomplished within 20 days, the
community college has the discretion to extend the period of cure to a maximum of 60 days.
(E) The Employer ceases or announces the cessation of operations at the project site prior to completion of
the training program.
(F) The Employer directly or indirectly makes any false or misleading representations or warranties in the
program application or training agreement, reports, or any other documents, which are provided, to the
community college or the department.
(G)The Employer acts in any manner contrary to, or fails to act in accordance with any provision of the
training Contract.
(H) An Employer takes corporate action to effect any of the preceding conditions of default.
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>
Section 6.2. Whenever an event of default has occurred, further training or payments to the Employer shall be
suspended.
^ ^ c t i o n 6.3. Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (A-C), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount of penalty determined
> by the Department. The Employer shall also pay interest on the amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest
shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award check.
Section 6.4 Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (D-H), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount expended by the
Employer and the Community College from the Project Award. The Employer shall also pay interest on the
, amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award
check.
Section 6.5. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is continuing, the Community College may take
whatever action at law or in equity may appear necessary or desirable to collect the amounts then due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation or agreement of the Employer under this Contract.
1 Section 6.6. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Community College by this Contract is intended to be
exclusive o f any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall
be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission
to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed
to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
deemed expedient. In order to entitle the Community College to exercise any remedy reserved to it in this Article,
shall not be necessary to give any notice, other then such notice as may be expressly required herein.
Section 6.7. In the event any agreement contained in this Contract should be breached by either party and thereafter
| waived by the other party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed
1 to waive any other breach hereunder.
Section 6.8. As required by Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter F, any payments required to be made by the
> Employer to the Department of Economic Development are a lien upon the Employer's property until paid and have
equal precedence with ordinary taxes and shall not be divested by a judicial sale. Property subject to the lien may
be sold for sums due and delinquent at a tax sale, with the same forfeitures, penalties, and consequences as for the
nonpayment of ordinary taxes. The purchaser at tax sale obtains the property subject to the remaining payments.
Section 6.9. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is unresolved, the Community College shall assign this
| Contract to the Iowa Department of Economic Development for appropriate collection action.
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ARTICLE VII
MISCELLANEOUS

> Section 7.1. All notices, requests or other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be
sufficiently given when mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the appropriate address
as follows:
Community College:
i

Des Moines Area Community College___________________________________
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard_________________________________________
Ankeny, IA 50021__________________________________________________

Employer:

ITA Group_________________________________________________________
4800 Westown Pkwy. Suite 300

i

West Des Moines, IA 50266-6770______________________________________

|

The Employer and the Community College may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different
addresses to which subsequent notices, requests or other communications shall be sent.

^^fection 7.2. All covenants, stipulations, obligations and agreements of the Community College contained in this
Contract shall be effective to the extent authorized and permitted by applicable law. No such covenant, stipulation,
obligation or agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or
future member, officer, agent or employee of the Community College or the Board of Directors other than in his
official capacity, and neither the members of the Board of Directors nor any official executing this Contract shall be
liable personally or be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the covenants, stipulations,
* obligations or agreements of the Community College contained in this Contract.
Section 7.3. This Contract shall benefit of and be binding in accordance with its terms upon the Community
College, the Employer and their respective permitted successors and assigns. This Contract may not be assigned by
the Employer without the express written consent of the Community College and may not be assigned by the
Community College except as may be necessary to enforce or secure payment due resulting from an event of
i default.
Section 7.4. This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be regarded as an
original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 7.5. If any provision of this Contract, or any covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act, or action, or
part thereof made, assumed, entered into or taken thereunder or any application thereof, is for any reason held to be
illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision or any other covenant, stipulation,
obligation, agreement, act or action or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into, or taken, each of which shall be
^ ^ n s tru e d and enforced as if such illegal or invalid portion were not contained herein. Nor shall illegality of any
A pplication thereof affect any legal and valid application thereof, and each such provision, covenant, stipulation,
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obligation, agreement, act, or action, or part thereof shall be deemed to be effective, operative, made, entered into
or taken in the manner and to the full extent permitted by law.
lection 7.6. This Contract shall be governed exclusively by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of Iowa.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Community College and the Employer have caused this Contract to be duly
executed all as of the date hereinabove written.
Des Moines Area Community College

ITA Group
Business

Authorized Signature

Jpg. PbL£l&l, ~~fcoard
*

t de*

Richard A. Rue
Senior VP & CFO
Type Name and Title

Type Name and Title

Rrue@itagroup.com
Email Address

2006 South Ankeny Blvd.

4800 Westown Pkwy. #300

Ankeny, LA 50021

West Des Moines, LA 50266-6770

Address

Address

Date

Date

260F-4 (03/00)
i:\customer satisfaction\training -grant information\grant 260f contract.doc[Date&Time:08/26/96:4:36:48 PM]
Approved as to Form 08/26/96 by DMACC General Counsel
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IOWA JOBS
TRAINING PROGRAM

RETRAINING PROJECT
TRAINING PLAN

for

ITA Group, Inc.
Project #1

September 1, 2003

ITA Group
260 F
Training Plan O utline/B udget
The following Training Plan reflects the expected training activities for this company.
The company will document the name and social security numbers of the employees
who receive training and will keep track of the specific training received by each
employee. All records of training documentation to support the expenditures will be
kept according to the categories shown below, they will be turned in/or reimbursement
as the training programs. The company will work with DMACC evaluating the
outcomes of the training.
The company will match the 260 F training funds with a 25% cash match.
I.

Job Skill Training
$4,794
ITA Group will be conducting training in different types of
Job Skill categories. These could include but not limited to: coaching,
Mentoring, delegation, or other core skills. These skills are necessary
in order for individuals in the various departments to be successful.

II.

Management/Supervisory
$20,000
ITA Group will be developing supervisory courses for first
Level and middle level supervisors. This will be to better equip
the supervisors to handle daily management issues.

III.

Materials

$4,794

IV.

Administrative Costs

$3,750

A.

D M A C C will work with the company to identify needed resources, it
will help the company monitor the activity for the duration of the contract
to assure that training objectives are met.
Total

$33,338

Training will begin in Septem ber 2003 with completion anticipated September 2005.
Upon receipt of proper documentation, reimbursement to all providers of training and
training that meets guidelines of 260 F, DMACC, & this training plan will be made on
an applied for basis.

6. TRAINING PLAN
I. Training start date.

9/1/03

it. Training end date.

9/1/05

ill. TOTAL UNDUPLiCATED number of employees to be trained.

25

LIST OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES TO BE PROVIDED
Complete the following chart for each training activity to be provided. Training activities include
vocational and skill assessment and testing, consulting, evaluation, job-related training, etc. List
each training activity. Include all direct costs associated with each item listed including trainer
cost, equipment, materials, supplies, facility cost, transportation, meals, etc. Do not include
employee wages. Attach a comprehensive description for each of the listed items. Insert the
descriptions immediately following this page.
TRAINING ACTIVITY

TRAINING
COST
4,794

Job Skills Training

# TO BE
TRAINED
5

I
Mgmt/Supervisory

2 0 ,0 0 0

Materials

4,794

Admin. Costs

3,750

25

IN KIND MATCH
VALUE OF
WAGES &
BENEFITS:
VALUE OF
FACILITIES:
VALUE OF
EQUIPMENT:
VALUE OF
SUPPLIES:
OTHER:
TOTAL INKIND MATCH

10,125

^
'

TOTAL TRAINING COST

29,588 Business contribution above minimum
3,750 program match? [X] Yes □ No
33,338
8,338
25,000

Total Training Cost
Admin. Coste
Total Project Cost
equals
Company Cash Match
!DED Award Amount
equals
\(Maximum Award $25,000)
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West Des Moines, Iowa
September 13, 2004
The Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community College met in regular
session on the 13th day of September, 2004, at 4:00 p.m., at the West Campus of tire College
located at 5959 Grand Avenue in West Des Moines, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and
there were present the following named Board Members:
Name

Present

Absent

Joseph Pugel, President
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

E

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

m
m
1
±
%
%
%

Matters were discussed concerning a Retraining Agreement between the College and
Structural Component Systems, Inc. Following a discussion of the proposal by the Board, there
was introduced and caused to be read a resolution entitled, “A Resolution Approving the Form
and Content and Execution and Delivery of a Retraining Agreement between the College and
Structural Component Systems, Inc.” The resolution was moved and seconded as follows, and
after due consideration of the resolution by the Board, the President put the question on the
motion and, the roll being called, the following named Board Members voted:
Name

Moved

Joseph Pugel
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

□
□
□
□
m
□
□
□
□

1085588 l.DOC

Secom
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Aye

Nay

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Whereupon, the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.
:}: :)i sfc ^

Attest:

__

Secretary of tl£e Boarcl of Directors

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FORM AND CONTENT
AND EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A RETRAINING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENT SYSTEMS, INC.
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
“College”), is an area community college and a body politic organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by Chapter 260F of the Code of
Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”), to provide a “Jobs Training Program” as
that term is defined in the Act, including the program costs, the purpose of which is to provide
retraining of existing workers for a business within the State of Iowa (the “State”) in order to
improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State, and is authorized under the Act to
pay the costs of such a program from funds allocated for such purpose by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development under Section 260F.6 of the Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to a Jobs Training
Program with Structural Component Systems, Inc. (the “Company”), pursuant to the provisions
of the Act for the purpose of establishing a jobs training program (hereinafter referred to as the
“Project”) to retrain workers at the Company at its facilities located in the merged area served by
the College, which Project will be beneficial to the Company and the College; and
WHEREAS, the College has received an allocation (the “Fund Advance”) under Section
26OF.6 of the Act in order to defray all or a portion of the cost of the Project, including necessary
expenses incidental thereto, in the amount of $25,000; and
WHEREAS, a Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth in
Exhibit “A” attached hereto, has been negotiated by the College under the terms of which the
College agrees, subject to the provisions of such Agreement, to provide a Jobs Training Program
for the Company;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, be and the same is hereby approved and the President of the
Board of Directors is hereby authorized to execute said Retraining Agreement, and the Secretary
of the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to attest the same, said Retraining Agreement,
which constitutes and is hereby made a part of this Resolution, to be in substantially the form,
text and containing the provisions set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto with such changes
therein as the officers executing such Retraining Agreement shall approve, such approval to be
conclusively evidenced by die execution thereof.

Section 2.
That the form of resolution required by the Iowa Department of Economic
Development (the “Department”) is hereby approved and the officers of the College are
authorized to file such resolution in accordance with the requirements of the Department.
Section 3.
That officials of the College are hereby authorized to take such further
action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
Section 4.
That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Passed and approved this 13th day of September, 2004.

ATTEST:

Secretary of the Board of Directors

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) ss
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records of said College and of its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on September 13, 2004, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice of Meetingand tentativeagenda, a copyof which was timely served
on each member of the Board of Directors andposted on abulletin board or other prominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
of the Board of Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board of Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement of the meeting as required by said law and with members of the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board of Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries of the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 13th day of September, 2004.

SECRETARY OF
DIRECTORS

BOARD OF

IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM (260F)
TRAINING CONTRACT

This Iowa Jobs Training Program TRAINING CONTRACT (the "Contract"), effective as of September 13. 2004
between Des Moines Area Community College. Ankenv. Iowa . (the "Community College" and its location), and
Structural Components Systems , Boone. Iowa, (the "Employer" and its location), is entered into under the
following circumstances:
A. Pursuant to Chapter 260F of the Code of Iowa (the "Act"), the Community College enters into this
Contract with the Employer for purposes of establishing a training program to educate and train certain
persons employed by the Employer.
' B. The Community College and the Employer each have full right and lawful authority to enter into this
Contract and to perform and monitor the provisions of this Contract as they apply respectively to the
Community College and the Employer.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual representations and agreements herein
contained, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
REPRESENTATIONS

£

,

Section 1.1. Representations of the Community College. The Community College represents and covenants that:
(A) It is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Iowa;
(B)

It is not in violation o f or in conflict with any provisions of the laws of the State, which would impair
its ability to carry out its obligations hereunder;

(C)

It is empowered to enter into the transactions contemplated by this Contract; and

(D) It will do all things in its power required to maintain its existence or assure the assumption of its
obligations hereunder by any successor public body.

I

Section 1.2. Representations and Covenants of the Employer.
The Employer represents and covenants that:
(A) It is a business duly qualified to do business in Iowa;
(B)

It has full power to execute, deliver, and perform this Contract and all other instruments given by the
Employer to secure its performance and to enter into and carry out the transactions contemplated
herein. Such execution, delivery, and performance are not in contravention of law or the Employer's
articles of incorporation, by-laws or any indenture, agreement, mortgage, lease, undertaking, or any
other restriction, obligation or instrument to which the Employer is a party or by which it is bound.
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This Contract has by proper action been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Employer a
all steps necessary have been taken to constitute this Contract as a valid and binding obligation o |
Employer.
(C) There is no threatened, pending, or actual litigation or proceeding against the Employer or any othen
person which affects, in any manner whatsoever, the right of the Employer to execute the Contract c
to otherwise comply with its obligations contained in the Contract.
(D) The Employer is engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce for the purpose of manufacturing,
processing, or assembling products or conducting research and development; OR, provides services
and has customers outside of Iowa.
(E) The employer, within the 36 month period prior to the date of this application, did not close or reduc
its employment base by more than 20 percent at any of its other business sites in Iowa in order to
relocate substantially the same operation to another area of the state.
(F)

The employer is not currently involved in a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute at any of its busine
sites in Iowa.

(G) Persons to receive training under this Contract are current employees of the employer for which the
employer pays state withholding tax.
(H) Employees to receive training are not replacement workers who were hired as a result of a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute.
^^1
(I)

The employer is an equal opportunity employer which complies will all local, state, and federal
affirmative action requirements.

#

ARTICLE II
PROJECT; PROGRAM SERVICES; FEES

I

Section 2.1 The Iowa Jobs Training Program (260F) Application for Assistance, as submitted by the Community
College in behalf of the Employer, and as approved by the Iowa Department of Economic Development, shall be
incorporated as an integral part of this Contract. The "Project", as defined by the Application, shall consist of the
program services and costs of services to be provided, the number of employees to be trained, the beginning and
ending dates of training, the stated budget, and any other provisions specified in the Application.
Section 2.2. The Community College agrees to provide the program services within the constraints of funds
awarded and released to the Project by the Department of Economic Development. It is understood and agreed tl
the Employer and the Community College will cooperate in the coordination and programming of the specific
expenditures and operation of the Project within the guidelines set out by the approved application.
Section 2.3. Iowa Code section 84A.5 requires the Department of Economic Development to report to the Iowa
General Assembly the impact of training provided by this Program on the wages of employees who receive
training. This information is obtained by matching social security numbers of trainees with State income records
The Employer therefore agrees to provide the social security number of each employee who receives training unc
this contract.
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Section 2.4. The Employer agrees to complete Performance Report, Form 260F-5, at the completion of training to
evaluate the initial impact of training on the Business' operations. The Employer also agrees to complete a followreport one year after the completion of training to determine whether the Business' initial objectives for training
'were met.
Section 2.5. It is understood by the Community College and the Employer that should project funds not be
available or received from the Department of Economic Development within a reasonable period of time, this
Contract shall be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties. In any event, the Employer shall pay all
administrative and legal costs associated with this Project which have been incurred by the Community College.
ARTICLE III
PAYMENT AND SECURITY
Section 3.1. The Community College shall create a fund to deposit monies awarded to the Project by the
Department of Economic Development (DED). Funds awarded by DED shall be known as the Project Award.
Interest earned on the fund shall be refunded to the State if not used by the Community College in accordance with
Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 261.
Section 3.2. The Employer and the Community College agree that the Project Award, in the amount of $25.000.00.
is issued by DED as a forgivable loan and shall not be required to be repaid by the Employer unless an event of
default has occurred. Events of default and associated penalties are specified in Article VI of this Contract. The
Community College and the Department of Economic Development shall determine whether an event of default has
occurred.
ARTICLE IY
CONTRACT MODIFICATION
Section 4 .1 . An Employer shall not modify any provision of this Contract without the prior written approval of the
Community College.
Section 4.2 The Community College, with the written consent of the Employer, has the authority to modify all
provisions of this Contract except modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be
trained or which significantly change the training program. The Community College is authorized to change the
ending dates of the training project, training provider, or other minor modifications to the training program. A
signed copy of the modification must be sent to the Department.
Section 4.3 Modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be trained or change the
training program content must by approved by the Department of Economic Development, the Community College,
and the Employer.
Section 4.4 This Contract shall not be modified in any way that would result in a violation of the "Act".
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ARTICLE V
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS
Section 5.1. The employer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and executive orders, to insurl
that no applicant for employment or employee is discriminated against because of race, religion, color, age, sex,
national origin, or disability.
Section 5.2. The employer shall provide state or federal agencies with appropriate reports as required to insure
compliance with equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
Section 5.3. The employer shall insure, to the maximum extent possible, that all authorized subcontractors comply
with provisions of this section.
ARTICLE VI
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
Section 6.1. Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an "event of default":
(A) The Employer fails to complete the training project within the agreed period of time as specified in the
training Contract. Such Employer shall be required to repay 20 percent of total project funds expended
by the community college and the business.

(B) The Employer fails to train the agreed number of employees as specified in the training Contract. S tfk
Employer shall be required to repay a proportionate amount of total project funds expended by the
community college and the Employer. The proportion shall be based on the number o f employees not
trained compared to the number of employees to have been trained.
(C) If both (A) and (B) occur, both penalties shall apply.
(D) The Employer fails to comply with any requirements contained in the training agreement. The
Employer shall be sent written notice by the community college, which specifies the issue(s) of
noncompliance and shall be allowed 20 days from the date notice is sent to effect a cure. If
noncompliance is of such a nature that a cure cannot be reasonably accomplished within 20 days, the
community college has the discretion to extend the period of cure to a maximum of 60 days.

(E) The Employer ceases or announces the cessation of operations at the project site prior to completion of
the training program.
(F) The Employer directly or indirectly makes any false or misleading representations or warranties in the
program application or training agreement, reports, or any other documents, which are provided, to the
community college or the department.
(G)The Employer acts in any maimer contrary to, or fails to act in accordance with any provision of the
training Contract.
(H)

An Employer takes corporate action to effect any of the preceding conditions of default.
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Section 6.2. Whenever an event o f default has occurred, further training or payments to the Employer shall be
suspended.
Section 6.3. Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (A-C), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount of penalty determined
by the Department. The Employer shall also pay interest on the amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest
shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award check.
Section 6.4 Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (D-H), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount expended by the
Employer and the Community College from the Project Award. The Employer shall also pay interest on the
amount to be repaid at the rate o f 6%. Interest shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award
check.
Section 6.5. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is continuing, the Community College may take
whatever action at law or in equity may appear necessary or desirable to collect the amounts then due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation or agreement of the Employer under this Contract.
Section 6.6. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Community College by this Contract is intended to be
exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall
be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission
to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed
to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
deemed expedient. In order to entitle the Community College to exercise any remedy reserved to it in this Article,
|^ ^ h a ll not be necessary to give any notice, other then such notice as may be expressly required herein.
I Section 6.7. In the event any agreement contained in this Contract should be breached by either party and thereafter
; waived by the other party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed
; to waive any other breach hereunder.
Section 6.8. As required by Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter F, any payments required to be made by the
Employer to the Department of Economic Development are a lien upon the Employer's property until paid and have
equal precedence with ordinary taxes and shall not be divested by a judicial sale. Property subject to the lien may
be sold for sums due and delinquent at a tax sale, with the same forfeitures, penalties, and consequences as for the
nonpayment of ordinary taxes. The purchaser at tax sale obtains the property subject to the remaining payments.
Section 6.9. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is unresolved, the Community College shall assign this
Contract to the Iowa Department of Economic Development for appropriate collection action.
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ARTICLE VII
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 7.1. All notices, requests or other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be
sufficiently given when mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the appropriate addres
as follows:
Community College:

Des Moines Area Community College___________________________________
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard_________________________________________
Ankeny, IA 50021___________________________________________________

Employer:

Structural Components Systems________________
2229 Industrial Park Road
Boone, IA 50036

The Employer and the Community College may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different
addresses to which subsequent notices, requests or other communications shall be sent.
Section 7.2. All covenants, stipulations, obligations and agreements of the Community College contained in t h i ^
Contract shall be effective to the extent authorized and permitted by applicable law. No such covenant, stipulation
obligation or agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or
future member, officer, agent or employee of the Community College or the Board of Directors other than in his
official capacity, and neither the members of the Board of Directors nor any official executing this Contract shall b
liable personally or be subj ect to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the covenants, stipulations,
obligations or agreements of the Community College contained in this Contract.
Section 7.3. This Contract shall benefit of and be binding in accordance with its terms upon the Community
College, the Employer and their respective permitted successors and assigns. This Contract may not be assigned b;
the Employer without the express written consent of the Community College and may not be assigned by the
Community College except as may be necessary to enforce or secure payment due resulting from an event of
default.
Section 7.4. This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be regarded as an
original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 7.5. If any provision of this Contract, or any covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act, or action, or
part thereof made, assumed, entered into or taken thereunder or any application thereof, is for any reason held to be
illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision or any other covenant, stipulation
obligation, agreement, act or action or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into, or taken, each of which shall be
construed and enforced as if such illegal or invalid portion were not contained herein. Nor shall illegality of a r ^ ^
application thereof affect any legal and valid application thereof, and each such provision, covenant, stipulatioi
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obligation, agreement, act, or action, or part thereof shall be deemed to be effective, operative, made, entered into
or taken in the manner and to the full extent permitted by law.
ection 7.6. This Contract shall be governed exclusively by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of Iowa.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Community College and the Employer have caused this Contract to be duly
executed all as of the date hereinabove written.
Des Moines Area Community College

Structural C om pones Systems
Bus:

Authorized Signature

J Ú&Pluí&L. l^anirà
•

j~

Type N am e and Title

Bob Creger, Team Leader
Type Name and Title

bcreger@scstruss.com
Email Address

•

2006 South Ankeny Blvd.

2229 Industrial Park Road

Ankeny, IA 50021

Boone, LA 50036

Address

Address

9 . 1 3 . o il

¿ A
Date

260F-4 (03/00)
q:\edg\shared\260f forms\260f training contract.doc[Date&Time:08/26/96:4:36:48 PM]
Approved as to Form 08/26/96 by DMACC General Counsel
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IOWA JOBS
TRAINING PROGRAM

RETRAINING PROJECT
TRAINING PLAN

for

Structural Components Systems
Project #1

January 13, 2004

Training Plan And Budget
For
Structural Components Systems
260F Project #1

The following Training Plan reflects the expected training activities for
Structural Components Systems. The company will document the
names and social security numbers of the employees who receive
training, and will keep track of the specific training received by each
employee. All records of training documentation to support the
expenditures will be kept according to the categories shown below.
They will be submitted for reimbursement as the training progresses.
Total Cost
I.

260F Cost

Job Skill Training
$21,250
$15,000
The following activities are intended to assist employees of
Structural Components Systems to improve their knowledge
and practice of Continuous Improvement, Safety,
Professional Skill development, and
Management/Supervisory:
■ DMACC and/or outside vendors to provide training in
Continuous Improvement in order to help the company
to become more efficient and productive. Classes may
include Lean 101, 5S, Value Stream Mapping,
Principles of Manufacturing, Cell Flow Manufacturing,
Pull/Kanban Systems, Set-Up Reduction, and Total
Productive Maintenance.
■ DMACC and/or outside vendors to provide safety
related training to help Structural Components Systems
promote a safe work environment. Topics may include
Hazmat, CPR and First Aid, OSHA, fire extinguisher
training, and/or Bloodborne Pathogens.

Structural Components Systems (continued)
■ DMACC and/or outside vendors to provide training
related to Professional Skill Development. Topics may
include Department of Transportation (DOT)
Regulations, customer service, and/or labor laws.

I.

Management/Supervisory Training
$9,000

$6,250

■ Classes, seminars, and/or training to be provided for
Management/Supervisory Skills. Topics may include
basic supervisory skills, leadership, and management
skills.

A portion of these costs will include tuition, registration fees,
materials, equipment, and travel expenses and will be reimbursed
from the 260F program or Structural Components Systems cash
match.

IV.

DMACC Project Management Fee
$ 3,750

Totals:

$34,000

$ 3,750

$25,000

Training will begin on January 13, 2004 with completion anticipated
for January 13, 2007. Upon receipt of proper documentation,
reimbursement to all providers of training and training that meets the
guidelines of 260F, DMACC, and this training plan, will be made on
an applied for basis.

6. TRAINING PLAN
I. Training start date.

1 /1 3 /0 4

il. Training end date.

1/1 3 /0 7

III. TOTAL UNDUPLICATED number of employees to be trained.

15

LIST OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES TO BE PROVIDED
Complete the following chart for each training activity to be provided. Training activities include
vocational and skill assessment and testing, consulting, evaluation, job-related training, etc. List
each training activity. Include all direct costs associated with each item listed including trainer
cost, equipment, materials, supplies, facility cost, transportation, meals, etc. Do not include
employee wages. Attach a comprehensive description for each of the listed items. Insert the
descriptions immediately following this page.
TRAINING
COST

TRAINING ACTIVITY
Continuous Improvement/Lean Operations
■ylanagement/Supervisory Training
Safety Training
Professional Skill Development

tt TO BE
TRAINED

$1 2 , 0 0 0

15

$9,000

7

$4,250

15

. $5,000

5

IN KIND MATCH
VALUE OF
WAGES &
BENEFITS:
VALUE OF
FACILITIES:
VALUE OF
EQUIPMENT:
VALUE OF
SUPPLIES:
OTHER:
TOTAL INKIND MATCH ,

TOTAL TRAINING COST

Total Training Cost
+
Admin. Costs
equals
Total Project Cost
Company Cash Match
IDED Award Amount
equals
^Maximum Award $25,000)

-

$23,772

mi

779

' . $30,250

$30,250 Business contribution above minimum
$3,750 program match? [X] Yes □ No
$34,000
$9,000
$25,000

West Des Moines, Iowa
September 13, 2004
The Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community College met in regular
session on the 13th day of September, 2004, at 4:00 p.m., at the West Campus of the College
located at 5959 Grand Avenue in West Des Moines, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and
there were present the following named Board Members:
esent

Name

Absent

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Joseph Pugel, President
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

p

Matters were discussed concerning a Retraining Agreement between the College and
Sully Cooperative Exchange. Following a discussion of the proposal by the Board, there was
introduced and caused to be read a resolution entitled, “A Resolution Approving the Form and
Content and Execution and Delivery of a Retraining Agreement between the College and Sully
Cooperative Exchange.” The resolution was moved and seconded as follows, and after due
consideration of the resolution by the Board, the-President put the question on the motion and,
the roll being called, the following named Board Members voted:
Name
Joseph Pugel
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue
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Moved

Seconded

Aye

Nay

□
□
□
□

□
□

|
?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

'

□
□
□
□

"

I
Y
□
□
□
□
□

M
%
I
0
□

□

►

i

Whereupon, the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.

Attest:

Secretary o f the^Board of Directors

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FORM AND CONTENT
AND EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A RETRAINING AGREEMENT
BETW EEN THE COLLEGE AND SULLY COOPERATIVE EXCHANGE
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
“College”), is an area community college and a body politic organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by Chapter 260F of the Code of
Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”), to provide a “Jobs Training Program” as
that term is defined in the Act, including the program costs, the purpose of which is to provide
retraining o f existing workers for a business within the State of Iowa (the “State”) in order to
improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State, and is authorized under the Act to
pay the costs of such a program from funds allocated for such purpose by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development under Section 260F.6 of the Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to a Jobs Training
Program with Sully Cooperative Exchange (the “Company”), pursuant to the provisions of the
Act for the purpose of establishing a jobs training program (hereinafter referred to as the
“Project”) to retrain workers at the Company at its facilities located in the merged area served by
the College, which Project will be beneficial to the Company and the College; and
WHEREAS, the College has received an allocation (the “Fund Advance”) under Section
260F.6 of the Act in order to defray all or a portion of the cost of the Project, including necessary
expenses incidental thereto, in the amount of $25,000; and
WHEREAS, a Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth in
Exhibit “A” attached hereto, has been negotiated by the College under tire terms of which the
College agrees, subject to the provisions of such Agreement, to provide a Jobs Training Program
for the Company;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, be and the same is hereby approved and the President of the
Board of Directors is hereby authorized to execute said Retraining Agreement, and the Secretary
of the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to attest the same, said Retraining Agreement,
which constitutes and is hereby made a part of this Resolution, to be in substantially the form,
text and containing the provisions set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto with such changes
therein as the officers executing such Retraining Agreement shall approve, such approval to be
conclusively evidenced by the execution thereof.

Section 2.
That the form of resolution required by the Iowa Department of Economic
Development (the “Department”) is hereby approved and the officers of the College are
authorized to file such resolution in accordance with the requirements of the Department.
Section 3.
That officials of the College are hereby authorized to take such further
action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
Section 4.
That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Passed and approved this 13th day of September, 2004.

ATTEST:

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) ss
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records of said College and of its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on September 13, 2004, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice of Meeting andtentative agenda,a copy of which was timely served
on each member of the Board of Directorsand posted on a bulletin board or other prominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
of the Board of Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board of Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement of the meeting as required by said law and with members of the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board of Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries of the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 13th day of September, 2004.

SECfcETARWOF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM (260F)
TRAINING CONTRACT

This Iowa Jobs Training Program TRAINING CONTRACT (the "Contract"), effective as of September 13, 2004
between Des Moines Area Community College, Ankenv. Iowa . (the "Community College" and its location), and
Sully Cooperative Exchange . Sully. Iowa, (the "Employer" and its location), is entered into under the following
circumstances:
0

A. Pursuant to Chapter 260F of the Code of Iowa (the "Act"), the Community College enters into this
Contract with the Employer for purposes of establishing a training program to educate and train certain
persons employed by the Employer.
B. The Community College and the Employer each have full right and lawful authority to enter into this
Contract and to perform and monitor the provisions of this Contract as they apply respectively to the
Community College and the Employer.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual representations and agreements herein
contained, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
REPRESENTATIONS

f t

ection 1.1. Representations of the Community College. The Community College represents and covenants that:
(A) It is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Iowa;
(B) It is not in violation of or in conflict with any provisions of the laws of the State, which would impair
its ability to carry out its obligations hereunder;
(C) It is empowered to enter into the transactions contemplated by this Contract; and
(D) It will do all things in its power required to maintain its existence or assure the assumption of its
obligations hereunder by any successor public body.

0

Section 1.2. Representations and Covenants of the Employer.
The Employer represents and covenants that:
(A) It is a business duly qualified to do business in Iowa;
(B)

It has full power to execute, deliver, and perform this Contract and all other instruments given by the
Employer to secure its performance and to enter into and carry out the transactions contemplated
herein. Such execution, delivery, and performance are not in contravention of law or the Employer's
articles of incorporation, by-laws or any indenture, agreement, mortgage, lease, undertaking, or any
other restriction, obligation or instrument to which the Employer is a party or by which it is bound.
This Contract has by proper action been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Employer and
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all steps necessary have been taken to constitute this Contract as a valid and binding obligation of the
Employer.

•

(C)

There is no threatened, pending, or actual litigation or proceeding against the Employer or any other
person which affects, in any manner whatsoever, the right of the Employer to execute the Contract or
to otherwise comply with its obligations contained in the Contract.

(D) The Employer is engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce for the purpose of manufacturing,
processing, or assembling products or conducting research and development; OR, provides services
and has customers outside of Iowa.
#

•

(E)

The employer, within the 36 month period prior to the date of this application, did not close or reduce
its employment base by more than 20 percent at any of its other business sites in Iowa in order to
relocate substantially the same operation to another area of the state.

(F)

The employer is not currently involved in a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute at any of its business
sites in Iowa.

(G)

Persons to receive training under this Contract are current employees of the employer for which the
employer pays state withholding tax.

(H) Employees to receive training are not replacement workers who were hired as a result of a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute.
• 0

(D

The employer is an equal opportunity employer which complies will all local, state, and federal
affirmative action requirements.
ARTICLE II
PROJECT; PROGRAM SERVICES; FEES

•

^

•

Section 2.1 The Iowa Jobs Training Program (260F) Application for Assistance, as submitted by the Community
College in behalf of the Employer, and as approved by the Iowa Department of Economic Development, shall be
incorporated as an integral part of this Contract. The "Project", as defined by the Application, shall consist of the
program services and costs of services to be provided, the number of employees to be trained, the beginning and
ending dates of training, the stated budget, and any other provisions specified in the Application.
Section 2.2. The Community College agrees to provide the program services within the constraints of funds
awarded and released to the Project by the Department of Economic Development. It is understood and agreed that
the Employer and the Community College will cooperate in the coordination and programming of the specific
expenditures and operation of the Project within the guidelines set out by the approved application.
Section 2.3. Iowa Code section 84A.5 requires the Department of Economic Development to report to the Iowa
General Assembly the impact of training provided by this Program on the wages of employees who receive
training. This information is obtained by matching social security numbers of trainees with State income records.
The Employer therefore agrees to provide the social security number of each employee who receives training under
this contract.
^ ^ c t i o n 2.4. The Employer agrees to complete Performance Report, Fonn 260F-5, at the completion of training to
evaluate the initial impact of training on the Business' operations. The Employer also agrees to complete a followSully260FTrainingContract.doc
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up report one year after the completion of training to determine whether the Business' initial objectives for training
were met.
^ fe c tio n 2.5. It is understood by the Community College and the Employer that should project funds not be
available or received from the Department of Economic Development within a reasonable period of time, this
® Contract shall be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties. In any event, the Employer shall pay all
administrative and legal costs associated with this Project which have been incurred by the Community College.
ARTICLE III
PAYMENT AND SECURITY
0

Section 3.1. The Community College shall create a fund to deposit monies awarded to the Project by the
Department of Economic Development (DED). Funds awarded by DED shall be known as the Project Award.
Interest earned on the fund shall be refunded to the State if not used by the Community College in accordance with
Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 261.

Section 3.2. The Employer and the Community College agree that the Project Award, in the amount of $25.000.00.
is issued by DED as a forgivable loan and shall not be required to be repaid by the Employer unless an event of
® default has occurred. Events of default and associated penalties are specified in Article VI of this Contract. The
Community College and the Department of Economic Development shall determine whether an event of default has
occurred.
ARTICLE IV
CONTRACT MODIFICATION
^ ^ fc c tio n 4.1. An Employer shall not modify any provision of this Contract without the prior written approval of the
Community College.
Section 4.2 The Community College, with the written consent of the Employer, has the authority to modify all
provisions of this Contract except modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be
trained or which significantly change the training program. The Community College is authorized to change the
® ending dates of the training project, training provider, or other minor modifications to the training program. A
signed copy of the modification must be sent to the Department.
Section 4.3 Modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be trained or change the
training program content must by approved by the Department of Economic Development, the Community College,
and the Employer.
Section 4.4 This Contract shall not be modified in any way that would result in a violation of the "Act".
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ARTICLE V
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS
^ fe c tio n 5.1. The employer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and executive orders, to insure
that no applicant for employment or employee is discriminated against because of race, religion, color, age, sex,
national origin, or disability.
Section 5.2. The employer shall provide state or federal agencies with appropriate reports as required to insure
compliance with equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
Section 5.3. The employer shall insure, to the maximum extent possible, that all authorized subcontractors comply
with provisions of this section.
ARTICLE VI
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
Section 6.1. Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an "event of default":
(A) The Employer fails to complete the training project within the agreed period of time as specified in the
training Contract. Such Employer shall be required to repay 20 percent of total project funds expended
by the community college and the business.

^
W

(B) The Employer fails to train the agreed number of employees as specified in the training Contract. Such
Employer shall be required to repay a proportionate amount of total project funds expended by the
community college and the Employer. The proportion shall be based on the number of employees not
trained compared to the number of employees to have been trained.
(C) If both (A) and (B) occur, both penalties shall apply.
(D) The Employer fails to comply with any requirements contained in the training agreement. The
Employer shall be sent written notice by the community college, which specifies the issue(s) of
noncompliance and shall be allowed 20 days from the date notice is sent to effect a cure. If
noncompliance is of such a nature that a cure cannot be reasonably accomplished within 20 days, the
community college has the discretion to extend the period of cure to a maximum of 60 days.
(E) The Employer ceases or announces the cessation of operations at the project site prior to completion of
the training program.
(F) The Employer directly or indirectly makes any false or misleading representations or warranties in the
program application or training agreement, reports, or any other documents, which are provided, to the
community college or the department.
(G) The Employer acts in any manner contrary to, or fails to act in accordance with any provision of the
training Contract.
(H) An Employer takes corporate action to effect any of the preceding conditions of default.

^ J^ ctio n 6.2. Whenever an event of default has occurred, further training or payments to the Employer shall be
suspended.
Sully 260F Training Contract.doc
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Section 6.3. Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (A-C), the
^■m ployer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount of penalty determined
the Department. The Employer shall also pay interest on the amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest
shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award check.
Section 6.4 Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (D-H), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount expended by the
Employer and the Community College from the Project Award. The Employer shall also pay interest on the
amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award
check.
Section 6.5. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is continuing, the Community College may take
whatever action at law or in equity may appear necessary or desirable to collect the amounts then due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation or agreement of the Employer under this Contract.
Section 6.6. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Community College by this Contract is intended to be
exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall
® be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission
to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed
to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
deemed expedient. In order to entitle the Community College to exercise any remedy reserved to it in this Article,
it shall not be necessary to give any notice, other then such notice as may be expressly required herein.
f ^ ^ e c tio n 6.7. In the event any agreement contained in this Contract should be breached by either party and thereafter
^^w aiv ed by the other party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed
to waive any other breach hereunder.
Section 6.8. As required by Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter F, any payments required to be made by the
Employer to the Department of Economic Development are a lien upon the Employer's property until paid and have
equal precedence with ordinary taxes and shall not be divested by a judicial sale. Property subject to the lien may
® be sold for sums due and delinquent at a tax sale, with the same forfeitures, penalties, and consequences as for the
nonpayment of ordinary taxes. The purchaser at tax sale obtains the property subject to the remaining payments.
Section 6.9. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is unresolved, the Community College shall assign this
Contract to the Iowa Department of Economic Development for appropriate collection action.
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ARTICLE VII
MISCELLANEOUS
^ f tc tio n 7.1. All notices, requests or other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be
sufficiently given when mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the appropriate address
® as follows:
Community College:

Des Moines Area Community College___________________________________
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard_________________________________________

£

Ankeny, IA 50021__________________________________________________
Employer:

Sully COOP________________________________________________________
504 6th Ave, Box 250________________________________________________
Sully, IA 50251

The Employer and the Community College may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different
addresses to which subsequent notices, requests or other communications shall be sent.
Section 7.2. All covenants, stipulations, obligations and agreements of the Community College contained in this
ntract shall be effective to the extent authorized and permitted by applicable law. No such covenant, stipulation,
ligation or agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or
future member, officer, agent or employee of the Community College or the Board of Directors other than in his
official capacity, and neither the members of the Board of Directors nor any official executing this Contract shall be
liable personally or be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the covenants, stipulations,
obligations or agreements of the Community College contained in this Contract.
*

Section 7.3. This Contract shall benefit of and be binding in accordance with its terms upon the Community
College, the Employer and their respective permitted successors and assigns. This Contract may not be assigned by
the Employer without the express written consent of the Community College and may not be assigned by the
Community College except as may be necessary to enforce or secure payment due resulting from an event of
default.

•

Section 7.4. This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be regarded as an
original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 7.5. If any provision of this Contract, or any covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act, or action, or
part thereof made, assumed, entered into or taken thereunder or any application thereof, is for any reason held to be
illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision or any other covenant, stipulation,
^ obligation, agreement, act or action or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into, or taken, each of which shall be
construed and enforced as if such illegal or invalid portion were not contained herein. Nor shall illegality of any
application thereof affect any legal and valid application thereof, and each such provision, covenant, stipulation,
ligation, agreement, act, or action, or part thereof shall be deemed to be effective, operative, made, entered into
taken in the manner and to the full extent permitted by law.
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Section 7.6. This Contract shall be governed exclusively by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
^JJT ow a.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Community College and the Employer have caused this Contract to be duly
® executed all as of the date hereinabove written.
Sully COOP

Des Moines Area Community College_______
JSoifirnfcnityJ^eHege—

•
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IOWA JOBS
TRAINING PROGRAM

RETRAINING PROJECT
TRAINING PLAN

for

Sully Cooperative Exchange
Project #1

December 9, 2003

Training Plan and Budget
For
Sully Cooperative Exchange
260F Project 1
The following Training Plan reflects the expected training activities for Sully Cooperative
Exchange. The company will participate in some, if not all, of the following activities.
The company will document the names and social security numbers of the employees who
receive training, and will keep track of specific training received by each employee. All
records o f training documentation to support the expenditures will be kept according to the
categories shown below. They will submitted for reimbursement as the training progresses.

I.

JOB SKILL TRAINING

Cost

260F Cost

$20,750

$20,750

A. Safety
A safety consultant may do an assessment of the company to determine the
magnitude o f compliance with OSHA regulations.
The assessment will identify how employees can work in a safer manner and
environment. Instruction on safe practices in the work place may then be given to
employees. Areas of instruction include, but are not limited to, fire safety, material
storage, machine guarding, ladders, lifting techniques, P.P.E., confined space,
lockout/tagout, electrical safety, HAZCOM, security, chemical handling and
housekeeping. Assistance and consultation with compliance of OSHA and EPA
regulations may also be included. Safety training may be provided by DMACC or
other vendors.
B. Computer skills
DMACC and/ or outside vendors may provide computer skills training that may
include, but not limited to, Excel, Access and tracking software.
II.

MANAGEMENT SUPERVISORY

$500

$500

The company may be sending one or more supervisors through training on
supervisory and management skills. This will help the supervisors to better manage
employees. This could include, but is not limited to, a Development Dimensions
International (DDI) course presented by DMACC.
III.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
$8,338
$0
Learning resources may be purchased for the training library. These may include,
but are not limited to, videos and CD-ROMs. Materials may also include A. V.
equipment such as, but not limited to, a television, VCR, laptop, or data projector.
Computer software may be purchased to be used for the tracking of safety
regulations, meetings and training.

IV

$3,750

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

$3,750

DMACC will work with the company to identify needed resources.
DMACC will help the company monitor the activity for the duration of the contract
to assure that the training objectives are met.
Total

$33,338

$25,000

Training will begin in December 2003 with completion anticipated December 2005. Upon
receipt of proper documentation, reimbursement to all providers of training and training
that meets guidelines o f 260 F, DMACC, and this training plan will be made on an applied
for basis.

6. TRAINING PLAN
I. Training sta rt date.

12/9/03

if. Training end date.

12/9/05

IH. TOTAL UNDUPLICATED num ber o f employees to be trained.

25

LIST OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES TO BE PROVIDED
Complete the following chart for each training activity to be provided. Training activities include
vocational and skill assessment and testing, consulting, evaluation, job-related training, etc. List
each training activity. Include all direct costs associated with each item listed including trainer
cost, equipment, materials, supplies, facility cost, transportation, meals, etc. Do not include
employee wages. Attach a comprehensive description for each of the listed items. Insert the
descriptions immediately following this page.
TRAINING ACTIVITY

# TO BE
TRAINED

TRAINING
COST

Safety

$19,750

25

Computer skills

$1,000

2

M aterials
Supervisory Management

TOTAL TRAINING COST

Total Training Cost
+
Admin. Costs
Total Project Cost
equals
m
Company Cash Match
IDED Award Amount
equals
(Maximum Award $25,000}

$8,338
$500

1

IN KIND MATCH
VALUE OF
WAGES &
BENEFITS:
VALUE OF
FACILITIES:
VALUE OF
EQUIPMENT:
VALUE OF
SUPPLIES:
OTHER:
TOTAL INKIND MATCH

$7,500

< r r nn

^

.

j$2$58ÇXi; X g ÿ

$29,588
$3,750
$33,338
$8,338
$25,000

Business contribution above minimum
program match? [X] Yes □ No
5 points
Page
subtotal

# 7
West Des Moines, Iowa
September 13, 2004
The Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community College met in regular
session on the 13th day of September, 2004, at 4:00 p.m., at the West Campus of the College
located at 5959 Grand Avenue in West Des Moines, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and
there were present the following named Board Members:
Name

Present

Absent

Joseph Pugel, President
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

%
%
2

□
C
□
□
c
c
□
c.

$

1
%
£

¥

Matters were discussed concerning a Retraining Agreement between the College and
United Services of Des Moines, Inc. Following a discussion of the proposal by the Board, there
was introduced and caused to be read a resolution entitled, “A Resolution Approving the Form
and Content and Execution and Delivery of a Retraining Agreement between the College and
United Services of Des Moines, Inc.” The resolution was moved and seconded as follows, and
after due consideration of the resolution by the Board, the President put the question on the
motion and, the roll being called, the following named Board Members voted:
Name
Joseph Pugel
Harold Belken
Kevin Halterman
Madelyn Tursi
Ben Norman
Naomi Neu
Lloyd R. Hill
Wayne E. Rouse
Steve Goodhue

1085602 l.DOC

Moved

Seconded

Aye

I
I

Nay

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Whereupon, the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.

Attest:

Secretary of tlyk Board of Directors

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FORM AND CONTENT
AND EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A RETRAINING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND UNITED SERVICES OF DES MOINES, INC.
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
“College”), is an area community college and a body politic organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by Chapter 260F of the Code of
Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”), to provide a “Jobs Training Program” as
that term is defined in the Act, including the program costs, the purpose of which is to provide
retraining of existing workers for a business within the State of Iowa (the “State”) in order to
improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State, and is authorized under the Act to
pay the costs of such a program from funds allocated for such purpose by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development under Section 260F.6 of the Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to a Jobs Training
Program with United Services of Des Moines, Inc. (the “Company”), pursuant to the provisions
of the Act for the purpose of establishing a jobs training program (hereinafter referred to as the
“Project”) to retrain workers at the Company at its facilities located in the merged area served by
the College, which Project will be beneficial to the Company and the College; and
WHEREAS, the College has received an allocation (the “Fund Advance”) under Section
260F.6 of the Act in order to defray all or a portion of the cost of the Project, including necessary
expenses incidental thereto, in the amount of $25,000; and
WHEREAS, a Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth in
Exhibit “A” attached hereto, has been negotiated by the College under the terms of which the
College agrees, subject to the provisions of such Agreement, to provide a Jobs Training Program
for the Company;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Retraining Agreement, in the form and with the contents set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto, be and the same is hereby approved and the President of the
Board of Directors is hereby authorized to execute said Retraining Agreement, and the Secretary
of the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to attest the same, said Retraining Agreement,
which constitutes and is hereby made a part of this Resolution, to be in substantially the form,
text and containing the provisions set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto with such changes
therein as the officers executing such Retraining Agreement shall approve, such approval to be
conclusively evidenced by the execution thereof.

Section 2. . That the form of resolution required by the Iowa Department of Economic
Development (the “Department”) is hereby approved and the officers of the College are
authorized to file such resolution in accordance with the requirements of the Department.
Section 3.
That officials of the College are hereby authorized to take such further
action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
Section 4.
That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Passed and approved this 13th day of September, 2004.

ATTEST:

Se<

_

ctors

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) ss
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records of said College and of its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on September 13, 2004, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice of Meetingand tentative agenda, a copy of which wastimely served
on each member of the Board of Directors and posted on a bulletin board orotherprominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
of the Board of Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board o f Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement of the meeting as required by said law and with members of the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board of Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries of the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 13th day of September, 2004.

________________

SEdRETA I# OF TfHE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM (260F)
TRAINING CONTRACT

This Iowa Jobs Training Program TRAINING CONTRACT (the "Contract"), effective as of September 13. 2004
between Des Moines Area Community Colleee. Ankeny, Iowa , (the "Community College" and its location), and
United Services of Des Moines. In c.. Grimes. Iowa, (the "Employer" and its location), is entered into under the
following circumstances:
A. Pursuant to Chapter 260F of the Code of Iowa (the "Act"), the Community College enters into this
Contract with the Employer for purposes of establishing a training program to educate and train certain
persons employed by the Employer.
B. The Community College and the Employer each have full right and lawful authority to enter into this
Contract and to perform and monitor the provisions of this Contract as they apply respectively to the
Community College and the Employer.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual representations and agreements herein
contained, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
REPRESENTATIONS
Section 1.1. Representations o f the Community College. The Community College represents and covenants that:
(A) It is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Iowa;
(B)

It is not in violation o f or in conflict with any provisions of the laws of the State, which would impair
its ability to carry out its obligations hereunder;

(C)

It is empowered to enter into the transactions contemplated by this Contract; and

(D) It will do all things in its power required to maintain its existence or assure the assumption of its
obligations hereunder by any successor public body.
Section 1.2. Representations and Covenants of the Employer.
The Employer represents and covenants that:
(A) It is a business duly qualified to do business in Iowa;
(B)

It has full power to execute, deliver, and perform this Contract and all other instruments given by the
Employer to secure its performance and to enter into and carry out the transactions contemplated
herein. Such execution, delivery, and performance are not in contravention of law or the Employer's
articles of incorporation, by-laws or any indenture, agreement, mortgage, lease, undertaking, or any
other restriction, obligation or instrument to which the Employer is a party or by which it is bound.
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This Contract has by proper action been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Employer and
all steps necessary have been taken to constitute this Contract as a valid and binding obligation of the
Employer.
(C) There is no threatened, pending, or actual litigation or proceeding against the Employer or any other
person which affects, in any manner whatsoever, the right of the Employer to execute the Contract or
to otherwise comply with its obligations contained in the Contract.
(D) The Employer is engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce for the purpose of manufacturing,
processing, or assembling products or conducting research and development; OR, provides services
and has customers outside of Iowa.
(E)

The employer, within the 36 month period prior to the date of this application, did not close or reduce
its employment base by more than 20 percent at any of its other business sites in Iowa in order to
relocate substantially the same operation to another area of the state.

(F)

The employer is not currently involved in a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute at any of its business
sites in Iowa.

(G) Persons to receive training under this Contract are current employees of the employer for which the
employer pays state withholding tax.
(H) Employees to receive training are not replacement workers who were hired as a result of a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute.
(I)

The employer is an equal opportunity employer which complies will all local, state, and federal
affirmative action requirements.
ARTICLE II
PROJECT; PROGRAM SERVICES; FEES

Section 2.1 The Iowa Jobs Training Program (260F) Application for Assistance, as submitted by the Community
College in behalf of the Employer, and as approved by the Iowa Department of Economic Development, shall be
incorporated as an integral part of this Contract The "Project", as defined by the Application, shall consist of the
program services and costs of services to be provided, the number of employees to be trained, the beginning and
ending dates of training, the stated budget, and any other provisions specified in the Application.
Section 2.2. The Community College agrees to provide the program services within the constraints of funds
awarded and released to the Project by the Department of Economic Development. It is understood and agreed that
the Employer and the Community College will cooperate in the coordination and programming of the specific
expenditures and operation of the Project within the guidelines set out by the approved application.
Section 2.3. Iowa Code section 84A.5 requires the Department of Economic Development to report to the Iowa
General Assembly the impact of training provided by this Program on the wages of employees who receive
training. This information is obtained by matching social security numbers of trainees with State income records.
The Employer therefore agrees to provide the social security number of each employee who receives training under
^ .h is contract.
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Section 2.4. The Employer agrees to complete Performance Report, Form 260F-5, at the completion of training to
evaluate the initial impact of training on the Business’ operations. The Employer also agrees to complete a followp report one year after the completion of training to determine whether the Business' initial objectives for training
were met.
Section 2.5. It is understood by the Community College and the Employer that should project funds not be
available or received from the Department of Economic Development within a reasonable period of time, this
Contract shall be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties. In any event, the Employer shall pay all
administrative and legal costs associated with this Project which have been incurred by the Community College.
ARTICLE III
PAYMENT AND SECURITY
Section 3.1. The Community College shall create a fund to deposit monies awarded to the Project by the
Department of Economic Development (DED), Funds awarded by DED shall be known as the Project Award.
Interest earned on the fund shall be refunded to the State if not used by the Community College in accordance with
Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 261.
Section 3.2. The Employer and the Community College agree that the Project Award, in the amount of $25.000.00.
is issued by DED as a forgivable loan and shall not be required to be repaid by the Employer unless an event of
default has occurred. Events of default and associated penalties are specified in Article VI of this Contract. The
Community College and the Department of Economic Development shall determine whether an event of default has
occurred.
ARTICLE IV
CONTRACT MODIFICATION
Section 4.1. An Employer shall not modify any provision of this Contract without the prior written approval of the
Community College.
Section 4.2 The Community College, with the written consent of the Employer, has the authority to modify all
provisions of this Contract except modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be
trained or which significantly change the training program. The Community College is authorized to change the
ending dates of the training project, training provider, or other minor modifications to the training program. A
signed copy of the modification must be sent to the Department.
Section 4.3 Modifications which result in a reduction of the number of employees to be trained or change the
training program content must by approved by the Department of Economic Development, the Community College,
and the Employer.
Section 4.4 This Contract shall not be modified in any way that would result in a violation of the "Act".
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ARTICLE V
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS

Section 5.1. The employer shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and executive orders, to insure
that no applicant for employment or employee is discriminated against because of race, religion, color, age, sex,
national origin, or disability.
Section 5.2. The employer shall provide state or federal agencies with appropriate reports as required to insure
compliance with equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
Section 5.3. The employer shall insure, to the maximum extent possible, that all authorized subcontractors comply
with provisions of this section.
ARTICLE VI
EVENTS OF DEFAULT
Section 6.1. Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an "event of default":
(A) The Employer fails to complete the training project within the agreed period of time as specified in the
training Contract. Such Employer shall be required to repay 20 percent of total project funds expended
by the community college and the business.

i

(B) The Employer fails to train the agreed number of employees as specified in the training Contract. Such
Employer shall be required to repay a proportionate amount of total project funds expended by the
community college and the Employer. The proportion shall be based on the number of employees not
trained compared to the number of employees to have been trained.
(C) If both (A) and (B) occur, both penalties shall apply.
(D) The Employer fails to comply with any requirements contained in the training agreement. The
Employer shall be sent written notice by the community college, which specifies the issue(s) of
noncompliance and shall be allowed 20 days from the date notice is sent to effect a cure. If
noncompliance is of such a nature that a cure cannot be reasonably accomplished within 20 days, the
community college has the discretion to extend the period of cure to a maximum of 60 days.
(E) The Employer ceases or announces the cessation of operations at the project site prior to completion of
the training program.
(F) The Employer directly or indirectly makes any false or misleading representations or warranties in the
program application or training agreement, reports, or any other documents, which are provided, to the
community college or the department.
(G) The Employer acts in any manner contrary to, or fails to act in accordance with any provision of the
training Contract.

)

(H) An Employer takes corporate action to effect any of the preceding conditions of default.
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Section 6.2. Whenever an event of default has occurred, further training or payments to the Employer shall be
suspended.
^^Section 6.3. Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (A-C), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount of penalty determined
by the Department. The Employer shall also pay interest on the amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%, Interest
shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award check.
Section 6.4 Whenever an event of default has occurred for reasons cited in ARTICLE VI, Section 6.1. (D-H), the
Employer shall immediately pay to the Department of Economic Development the amount expended by the
Employer and the Community College from the Project Award. The Employer shall also pay interest on the
amount to be repaid at the rate of 6%. Interest shall accrue from the issuance date specified on the Project Award
check.
Section 6.5. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is continuing, the Community College may take
whatever action at law or in equity may appear necessary or desirable to collect the amounts then due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation or agreement of the Employer under this Contract.
Section 6.6. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Community College by this Contract is intended to be
exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall
be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission
to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed
to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
deemed expedient. In order to entitle the Community College to exercise any remedy reserved to it in this Article,
^t shall not be necessary to give any notice, other then such notice as may be expressly required herein.
Section 6.7. In the event any agreement contained in this Contract should be breached by either party and thereafter
waived by the other party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed
to waive any other breach hereunder.
Section 6.8. As required by Iowa Administrative Code, Chapter F, any payments required to be made by the
Employer to the Department of Economic Development are a lien upon the Employer's property until paid and have
equal precedence with ordinary taxes and shall not be divested by a judicial sale. Property subject to the lien may
be sold for sums due and delinquent at a tax sale, with the same forfeitures, penalties, and consequences as for the
nonpayment of ordinary taxes. The purchaser at tax sale obtains the property subject to the remaining payments.
Section 6.9. Whenever an event of default has occurred and is unresolved, the Community College shall assign this
Contract to the Iowa Department of Economic Development for appropriate collection action.
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ARTICLE VII
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 7.1. All notices, requests or other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be
sufficiently given when mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the appropriate address
as follows:
Community College:

Des Moines Area Community College___________________________________
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard_________________________________________
Ankeny, IA 50021______________

Employer:

United Services of Des Moines, Inc.
5600 Gateway Drive____________
Grimes, IA 50111______________

The Employer and the Community College may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different
addresses to which subsequent notices, requests or other communications shall be sent.
Section 7.2. All covenants, stipulations, obligations and agreements of the Community College contained in this
Contract shall be effective to the extent authorized and permitted by applicable law. No such covenant, stipulation,
obligation or agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or
future member, officer, agent or employee of the Community College or the Board of Directors other than in his
official capacity, and neither the members of the Board of Directors nor any official executing this Contract shall be
liable personally or be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of the covenants, stipulations,
obligations or agreements of the Community College contained in this Contract.
Section 7.3. This Contract shall benefit of and be binding in accordance with its terms upon the Community
College, the Employer and their respective permitted successors and assigns. This Contract may not be assigned by
the Employer without the express written consent of the Community College and may not be assigned by the
Community College except as may be necessary to enforce or secure payment due resulting from an event of
default.
Section 7.4. This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be regarded as an
original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 7.5. If any provision of this Contract, or any covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act, or action, or
part thereof made, assumed, entered into or taken thereunder or any application thereof, is for any reason held to be
illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision or any other covenant, stipulation,
obligation, agreement, act or action or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into, or taken, each of which shall be
onstrued and enforced as if such illegal or invalid portion were not contained herein. Nor shall illegality of any
pplication thereof affect any legal and valid application thereof, and each such provision, covenant, stipulation,

f
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obligation, agreement, act, or action, or part thereof shall be deemed to be effective, operative, made, entered into
or taken in the manner and to the full extent permitted by law.

«

ection 7.6. This Contract shall be governed exclusively by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of Iowa.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Community College and the Employer have caused this Contract to be duly
executed all as of the date hereinabove written.
United Services of Des Moines, Inc.

Des Moines Area Community College
Cor
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IOWA JOBS
TRAINING PROGRAM

RETRAINING PROJECT
TRAINING PLAN

for

United Services of Des Moines, Inc.
Project #1

6. TRAINING PLAN
I. Training s ta rt date.

5/29/03

II. Training end date.

6/30/05

Hi. TOTAL UNDUPUCATED number ofempioyees to be trained.

22

LIST OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES TO BE PROVIDED
Complete the following chart for each training activity to be provided. Training activities include
vocational and skill assessment and testing, consulting, evaluation, job-related training, etc. List
each training activity. Include all direct costs associated with each item listed including trainer
cost, equipment, materials, supplies, facility cost, transportation, meals, etc. Do not include
employee wages. Attach a comprehensive description for each of the listed items. Insert the
descriptions immediately following this page.
TRAINING
COST

TRAINING ACTIVITY

23,000

1. Job Skill Training
II. Management/Supervisory Training

4,650

III. Training Materials

2,000

I # TO BE
TRAINED

IN KIND MATCH

VALUE OF
WAGES &
BENEFITS:
4 VALUE OF
FACILITIES:
VALUE OF
EQUIPMENT:
VALUE OF
SUPPLIES:
OTHER:
TOTAL INKIND MATCH

22

44,985

2 goo
*,uuo

-

TOTAL TRAINING COST

Total Training Cost
Admin. Costs
+
Total Project Cost
equals
Company Cash Match
IDED Award Amount
equals
(Maximum Award $25,000)

M H B B i
$29,650 Business contribution above minimum
3,750 program match? ^ Yes □ No
$33,400
8,400
$25,000

M edical Laboratory Technology Program Agreement
Between Des Moines Area Community College
And Indian Hills Community College

Article I —Preamble
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College “DMACC” offers a Medical Laboratory
Technology program and;
WHEREAS, Indian Hills Community College (hereinafter called “IHCC") wishes to provide
educational services in Medical Laboratory Technology to students in Area XV, and;
WHEREAS, health care providers in IHCC's service area have expressed a need for trained
medical laboratory technicians and have expressed a willingness to participate in the clinical
training of medical laboratory technology students; and
WHEREAS, IHCC and DMACC desire to enter into a contract which will be mutually beneficial
to students, health care providers, and the colleges; and now
THEREFORE, be it resolved that DMACC and IHCC form a consortium to offer a Medical
Laboratory Technology Program, the conditions of such being as hereinafter defined.

Article n - Scope of Agreement
A.

This contract is developed under provisions of Chapter 28E. 12 and 280A of the Code of
Iowa.

B.

This contract is drawn between the Board of Directors of Des Moines Area Community
College, Ankeny, Iowa and the Board of Directors of Indian Hills Community College,
Ottumwa, Iowa.

C.

This contract is initially drawn for a two-year period from August 2004 through August
2006, with the exception that any student beginning a term during the life of this contract
will be extended the opportunity of completing the training program under the provisions of
the contract for a period of one year beyond the August 31 termination date.

D.

The terms of this contract will be automatically extended beginning August 1,2006, and
thereafter on a yearly basis unless mutually modified or notification of termination is given
by either participant no later than February 15 prior to the termination date.

Article HI - Educational Program Responsibilities
Under the terms of this contract each college is responsible for the following:
1.
Des Moines Area Community College
a. Establish the curriculum content and sequence of the instructional program.
b. Maintain program approval with accrediting agencies.
c. Coordinate with IHCC all matters related to curriculum change, program
approval and accrediting agency requirements.
d. Periodically and systematically review the effectiveness of the program.
e. Employ a Program Director whose responsibilities are outlined in the
Essentials and Guidelines of accredited educational programs for the Medical
Laboratory Technician.
f. Appoint a minimum of three (3) individuals representing the IHCC service area
to the program advisory committee.
g. Accept in transfer up to 2/3 of the total credits required for program
completion.
h.
Accept all students who have met the established standards required to enter
term IV of the program at DMACC.
2.
Indian Hills Community College
a. Adhere to the admissions standards, curriculum content and program objectives
established by DMACC.
b. Work with DMACC on all matters related to program approval and accreditation.
c. Refer to DMACC only those students who have met the established standards
required to enter term IV of the program.
d. Cooperate with and assist DMACC in the periodic and systematic review of the
program effectiveness.
e. Employ an instructor qualified to teach Medical Laboratory Technology Courses
in the IHCC service area.
f. Collaborate with the DMACC Medical Laboratory Technology Program Director
on all matters related to curriculum, program approval and accrediting agency
requirements.
g. Identify three (3) IHCC's service area representatives to be appointed to the
program advisory committee.
h. Provide for malpractice insurance covering students’ liability while involved in
clinical practice, and as required, present proof of same to DMACC.
Under the terms of this contract each college is responsible to:
1. Hire teaching staff who meet established certification and approval
standards.
2.
Exchange student record and student financial aid information on students
participating under the terms of this agreement.
3.
Adhere to institutional policies and procedures established by each school in order to
carry out the terms of this agreement.
4.
Award a joint Medical Laboratory Technician AAS Degree to students satisfactorily
completing all program requirements.

Article IV - Financial Accountability
A.
B.
C.

All IHCC students covered under this agreement will enroll for courses under IHCC
policies and procedures and will be considered as IHCC students while taking IHCC
courses.
All IHCC students covered under this agreement will be considered DMACC students
while taking DMACC courses.
Indian Hills Community College agrees to pay any additional costs associated with
obtaining national accrediting agencies’ approval for the expansion of DMACC’s Medical
Laboratory Technology Program at IHCC. On-going accreditation costs will be based upon
a one-third IHCC and two-thirds DMACC ratio. This includes accreditation fees paid
annually and site visit expenses that occur once every few years. DMACC will be billed by
the national accrediting agency and will, in turn, bill IHCC within 30 days. IHCC agrees to
pay DMACC within 30 days of receipt of the bill.

Article V - Student Records
A.

B.

Each college will maintain a grade transcript for the courses taken at the respective
institution. This information will be shared by the colleges as needed. To accomplish this,
students covered under this agreement will be required to sign a release form regarding
release of information from each college to each college. IHCC is responsible for obtaining
the release form and will forward copies to the Ankeny Campus Registrar’s office.
The terminating degree will be issued jointly by both colleges and a record of the degree
will be maintained by both colleges.

Approved by the IHCC Board of Directors
August 9, 2004
D ate

Marsha Haworth, Board Secretary

Approved by the DMACC Board of Directors
September 13, 2004
Date

Trudy Little, Board Secretary

STATEMENT OF OFFICIAL INTENT
UNDER TREASURY REGULATION SECTION 1.150-2
FOR ADOPTION BY THE GOVERNING BOARD

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of Des Moines Area Community College (the
“College”) has determined to proceed with the project described on Exhibit A attached hereto
(the “Project”) and intends to finance the costs of the Project from the proceeds of tax-exempt
bonds or other tax-exempt financing (the “Bonds”); and
WHEREAS, the College desires to commence, prior to the issuance of the Bonds, work
on the Project and, if necessary, pay for costs of the Project from other funds available to the
College and, following the issuance of the Bonds, intends to reimburse the College for such
funds expended for the Project from the proceeds of the Bonds; and
WHEREAS, in order to comply with federal tax laws, specifically Treasury Regulation
Section 1.150-2 (dealing with proceeds of bonds issued for reimbursement), the College desires
to declare its official intention to reimburse certain expenditures;
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of the College declares the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

The College reasonably expects to reimburse from Bond proceeds
expenditures incurred by the College generally relating to the Project.
Prior to the issuance of the Bonds, the College intends to temporarily use
amounts in the funds of the College identified on Exhibit A attached
thereto, in an amount not to exceed $ 1,850,000, to pay costs associated
with the Project and to reimburse such funds with proceeds from the
Bonds, and the maximum principal amount of Bonds expected to be issued
for such reimbursement purposes is $ 1,850,000.
This Statement of Official Intent is intended to be a declaration of official
intent under Treasury Regulation Section 1.150-2.
A copy of this statement shall be made available for public inspection at
the main administrative office of the College or at the customary location
of records of the College that are available to the general public, and it
shall remain available for public inspection until the issuance of the
Bonds.

The foregoing resolution of the Board of Directors of the College was adopted this 13th
day of September, 2004.

Secretary of me College

Exhibit A

Description of Project
Boone Campus Expansion (20,400 sq. ft.)
Building and fixed equipment
Design, grading, testing, surveying
Total

Fund to be Used to
Initially Pay Costs
$ 1,450,000 (Plant Fund and General Fund)
400,000 (Plant Fund and General Fund)
$ 1,850,000

DM ACC
D ES MOINES AREA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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BOARD REPORT
To the Board o f Directors o f
Des Moines Area Community College

Human Resources Report

BACKGROUND
I.
New Employee
A. New Position
1. Jespersen, Dan R.
Instructor, Automotive Technology
Ankeny Campus
9 Month Position
Annual Salary: $40,403
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
2. Sanger, Gary L.
Instructor, Auto Collision
Ankeny Campus
9 Month Position
Annual Salary: $44,204
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
3. Thorp, Nick A.
Instructor, Information Technology/Math
Boone Campus
9 Month Position, Specially Funded
Annual Salary: $37,234
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
4. Wersinger, Keith J.
Instructor, Automotive Technology
Urban Campus
12 Month Position
Annual Salary: $51,513
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract

16

Number:
D ate:

Page:

04-114
September 13, 2004
lo f 4

Replacement Position
1. Beltrame, David J.
Instructor, Graphic Arts
Ankeny Campus
9 Month Position
Annual Salary: $40,403
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
2. Funke, Rebecca S.
Librarian/Media Specialist
Boone Campus
12 Month Position
Annual Salary: $51,513
Effective: September 15, 2004
Continuing Contract
3. Gatica, Stefanie S.
Instructor, Nursing
Boone Campus
9 Month Position
Annual Salary: $37,868
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
4. Hoffman, Michael J.
Instructor, Academic Achievement
Ankeny Campus
Part-time, 12 Month Position, Specially Funded
Annual Salary: $47,231
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
5. Nelson, Meridith M.
Instructor, Academic Achievement
Urban Campus
12 Month Position
Annual Salary: $45,050
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract

6. Perkins, Robert K.
Instructor, Sociology
Urban Campus
9 Month Position
Annual Salary: $37,868
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
Contract Change
A. Middendorf, Cheryl A.
Instructor, Nursing
Ankeny Campus
From: .750 FTE
To: 1.000 FTE
Annual Salary: $58,480
Effective: January 4, 2005
Continuing Contract
B. Petrak, Daniel G.
Instructor, Math
West Campus
9 Month Position
From Lane 225/5 to Lane 248/5
Change due to receipt of official transcripts
Annual Salary: $41,670
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
C. Reagen, Erin E.L.
Instructor, Nursing
Ankeny Campus
From: 1.000 FTE
To: .750 FTE
Annual Salary: $24,623
Effective: August 26, 2004
Continuing Contract
SDU Lane Change
A. Delaney, Michael, Instructor, Sociology
Ankeny Campus
From Lane 270 to Lane 293
$64,660 Effective August 26,2004

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board approve the above listed Continuing Contracts and personnel
actions.

Robert J. Denson, President

Report : FWRÎ^Ku
Date:
08/13/2004
Time:
09:53 AM

Des Moines Area cSBm College
List of checks over $2,500.00
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

Bright Electric Ltd

298634

$3,399.00

$3,399.00

CDW Government Inc

298642

$4,836.30

Dean Snyder Construction

298659

Denman and Co

Page :

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

6511

Building Trades-Hous

Purchases for Resale

$715.00
$2,787.50
$67.29
$1,266.51

6322
6324
6460
6322

Info Tech/Network Ad
Technical Update Equ
WLAN Support
WLAN Support

Materials & Supplies
Computer Software
Other Materials and
Materials & Supplies

$50,702.45

$50,702.45

7600

Infastructure ACE Pr

Buildings and Fixed

298664

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

6011

Other General Instit

Auditor's Fees

Des Moines Trane Parts Ce

298666

$7,396.00

$7,396.00

6377

Physical Plant Newto

Materials/Supplies f

Direct Marketing Associât

298669

$5,268.38

$5,268.38

6230

Office of Dir, Marke

Postage and Expediti

Douglas Stewart Co Inc

298672

$3,528.71

$7.95
$240.00
$2,668.56
$299.00
$7.95
$211.35
$7.95
$78.00
$7 .95

6230
6514
6514
6514
6230
6514
6230
6514
6230

Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore

Postage
General
General
General
Postage
General
Postage
General
Postage

Fridley Theatres

298698

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

6511

Ticket Sales

Purchases for Resale

H & H Food Service

298704

$5,070.00

$5,070.00

7100

Snack Bar

Furniture, Machinery

Hewlett Packard

298710

$7,512.60

$1,659.00
$2,635.00
$371.00
$2,847.60

6323
6323
6322
6323

Technical Update Equ
Technical Update Equ
Chrysler Apprentice
Pffoce pf VP, Info S

Minor Equipment
Minor Equipment
Materials & Supplies
Minor Equipment

Holmes Murphy & Associât

298715

$716,368.00

$238,112.10

5910

Workers Compensation

Workmen's Comp Insur

-

Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny

and Expediti
Books
Books
Books
and Expediti
Books
and Expediti
Books
and Expediti

i

Report : FWRI
Date:
08/13/2004
Time:
09:53 AM

Des Moines Area
List of checks over $2,500.00

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Holmes Murphy & Associât

298715

IANCE

College
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

Page :

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

$716,368.00

$190,280.88
$227,800.02
$10,175.00
$27,500.00
$22,500.00

6180
6180
6180
6015
6015

Tort Insurance
Non Tort Insurance
Non Tort Insurance
Non Tort Insurance
Tort Insurance

Insurance
Insurance
Insurance
Consultant's Fees
Consultant's Fees

298720

$3,256.97

$3,256.97

6269

Continuing Ed, Gener

Other Services

IBM Corporation

298722

$5,254.05

$5,254.05

6324

Dean, Business & Inf

Computer Software

Ikon Office Solutions

298723

$3,704.01

$63.03
$110.66
$61.23
$5.75
$103.66
$268.13
$469.86
$228.56
$287.66
$308.17
$24 .00
$23.99
$23.99
$24.00
$154.75
$81.90
$70 .28
$89.58
$508.18
$262.13
$488.66
$45 .81
$0 .03

6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060
6060

Bookstore - Urban Ca
Office of the Dir, P
Office of Dean, Indu
Commercial/Advrtsng
Office of Dir, Stude
Duplicating Services
Dean, Business & Inf
Dean, Business & Inf
Youth At Risk - Port
Transportation Insti
Building Trades
Ford Motor Company T
ASSET Auto/Ford
Heavy Diesel Equipme
Office of Exec Dean,
Bookstore - Ankeny
Admissions/Registrat
Library Sales
Office of Exec Dean,
Office of Exec Dean,
Office of Exec Dean,
Non-Credit Civi1 Eng
Non-Credit Civil Eng

Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Maintenance/Repair
Ma intenance/Repair
Ma intenance/Repair
Ma intenance/Repair
Ma intenance/Repair
Ma intenance/Repair

Iowa Transit Inc

298732

$16,510.00

$16,510.00

6322

Land Survey ACE Prog

Materials & Supplies

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Report : FWRE
Date:
08/13/2004
Time:
09:53 AM

Des Moines Area
List of checks over $2,500.00

College
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

Page :

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

J American

298736

$2,599.21

$1,508.40
$57.52
$1,006.00
$27.29

6512
6230
6512
6230

Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore

Majestic Truck Services I

298754

$5,496.37

$5,496.37

6060

Transportation Insti

Maintenance/Repair o

Marsden Bldg Maintenance

298757

$8,460.00

$2,776.00
$2 ,276.00
$3,408.00

6030
6030
6030

Physical Plant Opera
Physical Plant Opera
Maytag Leased Space

Custodial Services
Custodial Services
Custodial Services

Midwest Computer Products

298764

$2,655.00

$810.00
$1,845.00

6322
6323

Mail Center Technolo
Mail Center Technolo

Materials & Supplies
Minor Equipment

Midwest Library Service

298766

$13,138.88

$316.76
$494 .81
$406.95
$458.74
$489.33
$224.51
$463.97
-$62.88
$79.29
$474.80
$1,189.38
$491 .60
$479.15
$377.28
$485.68
$452.15
$494.45
$490.22
$467.92
$486.25
$695 .10

6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310

Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip

Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library

INDEX TITLE

-

ACCOUNT TITLE

Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban

Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca

Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li

General
Postage
General
Postage

Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandi se
and Expediti

Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books

Report : FWRï
Date:
08/13/2004
Time:
09:53 AM

Des Moines Area
List of checks over $2,500.00

College
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

Page :

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Midwest Library Service

298766

$13,138.88

$69.65
$482.16
$141.48
$43.92
$47.16
$2,899.05

6310
6310
6310
6310
6310
6310

Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip
Equip

Prevention Research Insti

298805

$7,500.00

$7,500.00

6520

Driver Improvement B

Purchases for Resale

Quick Fuel

298809

$4,196.32

$200 .64
$1,983.94
$2,011.74

6420
6420
6420

Transportation Insti
Transportation Insti
Transportation Insti

Vehicle Materials an
Vehicle Materials an
Vehicle Materials an

Tchotchkes

298837

$4,942.53

$295.00
$222.00
$5.57
$822 .00
$27.94
$340 .00
$5.72
$7.18
$255.00
$5.20
$549.00
$237.00
$4 .80
$220.50
$4.10
$465 .00
$13.97
$294.00
$5.57
$1,060.00
$102.98

6512
6512
6230
6512
6230
6512
6230
6230
6512
6230
6512
6512
6230
6512
6230
6512
623 0
6512
6230
6512
6230

Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore

General
General
Postage
General
Postage
General
Postage
Postage
General
Postage
General
General
Postage
General
Postage
General
Postage
General
Postage
General
Postage

Veenstra and Kimm Inc

298849

$6,286.24

$550.00

6015

Buildings Equipment

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

-

Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li

Urban Ca
Urban Ca
Urban Ca
Urban Ca
Urban Ca
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny

Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library

Books
Books
Books
Books
Books
Books

Merchandise
Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandise
and Expediti
and Expediti
Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandise
Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandise
and Expediti
Merchandise
and Expediti

Consultant’s Fees

•
Report:
Date:
Time:

A

*

08/13/2004
09:53 AM

•

•

•

A

•

•

Des Moines Area (SBm College
List of checks over $2,500.00
from 01-AUG-■2004 to 15-AUG-2004

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Veenstra and Kimm Inc

298849

$6,286.24

$5,736.24

VGI Design

298854

$2,700.00

Ahlers and Cooney PC

298901

Becker Equipment Co

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

m

Page:

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

6015

Buildings Equipment

Consultant's Fees

$742.50
$1,957.50

7600
6012

Infastructure ACE Pr
Buildings Equipment

Buildings and Fixed
Architect's Fees

$3,486.50

$208.00
$195.00
$1,748.00
$1,335.50

6013
6013
6013
6013

Office
Office
Office
Office

Legal
Legal
Legal
Legal

298912

$5,943.14

$5,943.14

7100

Cafeteria

Furniture, Machinery

Best Western Hospitality

298913

$3,573.74

$3,573 .74

6511

Alumni Association

Purchases for Resale

Burke Corporation

298920

$3,491 .00

$3,491.00

6269

Burke Corporation 26

Other Services

Child Care Council

298930

$5,364.12

$5,364.12

6269

Office Occupations

Other Services

Clear Channel Outdoor Inc

298934

$12,545.00

$1,125 .00
$11,420.00

6110
6110

Office of Dir, Marke
Office of Dir, Marke

Information Services
Information Services

Eastern Iowa Community Co

298960

$2,700.00

$1,350 .00
$1,350 .00

62 69
6269

One Source Training
One Source Training

Other Services
Other Services

Ebsco Subscription Servic

298961

$5,640.85

-$41.60
$24.77
$5,657.68

6340
6340
6340

Library
Library
Library

Periodicals
Periodicals
Periodicals

Getinge USA

298982

$2,552.08

$2,552.08

6060

Urban Campus Equip U

Maintenance/Repair o

Graphic Edge

298988

$3,733.00

$2,138.00
$1,595.00

6269
6269

The Graphic Edge Tra
The Graphic Edge

Other Services
Other Services

Hewlett Packard

299001

$51,058.60

$49,203.60
$1,855.00

6323
6511

Technical Update Equ
Technical Update Equ

Minor Equipment
Purchases for Resale

of
of
of
of

Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr

VP,
VP,
VP,
VP,

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees

•
Report : FWRï
Date:
08/13/2004
Time:
09:53 AM

•

Des Moines
List of checks over $2,500.00

4
*
CoHm
College
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Imagetek Inc

299005

$7,500.00

$7,500.00

299009

$2,700.00

299019

Iowa Central Community

Co

Kaplan Companies Inc
Krajcir Corp

299029

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

*

*
Page:

•

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

6322

Information Systems

Materials & Supplies

$450 .00
$450.00
$450.00
$450.00
$450.00
$450.00

6269
6269
6269
6269
6269
6269

One
One
One
One
One
One

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

6269

Upward Bound Year 12

Other Services

$4,692.80

$415.46
$529.80
$357.00
$83 .16
$2,776.18
$531.20

6322
6322
6322
6322
6322
6322

Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office

Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials

Source
Source
Source
Source
Source
Source

of
of
of
of
of
of

Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training

Exec
Exec
Exec
Dir,
Dir,
Dir,

Dean,
Dean,
Dean,
Marke
Marke
Marke

Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services

&
&
&
&
&
&

Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies

Laserquipt Inc

299034

$5,101.75

$5,101.75

6322

WLAN Support

Materials & Supplies

Leachman Lumber Company

299037

$4,099.54

$279.76
$65.18
$66.55
$203.91
$523 .60
$42.45
$2,918.09

6511
6511
6511
6511
6511
6511
6511

Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building

Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale

Litho Graphics Print Comm

299041

$5,191.92

$348.92
$344.00
$772.00
$980.00
$519.00
$150.00
$982 .00

6511
6511
6511
6511
6511
6511
6511

Publications
Publications
Publications
Publications
Publications
Publications
Publications

Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale

Trades-Hous
Trades-Hous
Trades-Hous
Trades-Hous
Trades-Hous
Trades-Hous
Trades-Hous
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro

6

’

Report : FWRÏ
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Time:
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Des Moines Area
List of checks over $2,500.00

College
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Litho Graphics Print Comm

299041

$5,191.92

$590.00
$506.00

MBS Textbook Exchange Inc

299047

$3,226.06

MidAmerican Energy Co

299051

Midwest Library Service

299053

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

Page:

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

6511
6511

Publications and Pro
Publications and Pro

Purchases for Resale
Purchases for Resale

$22.00
$1,075.75
$2,541.52
-$126.00
$26.04
-$313 .25

6520
6520
6520
6520
6520
6520

Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore

Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases

$40,887.88

$40,887.88

6190

Utilities

$5,086.50

$193.83
$2,398.91
$117.24
$1,333.44
$1,043.08

6310
6310
6310
6310
6310

Equip Replacement
Equip Replacement
Library
Equip Replacement
Equip Replacement

-

Carrol1
Urban Ca
Ankeny
Urban Ca
Urban Ca
Urban Ca

for
for
for
for
for
for

Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale
Resale

Utilities
Li
Li
Li
Li

Library
Library
Library
Library
Library

Books
Books
Books
Books
Books

Moodys Investors Service

299059

$7,200.00

$654.55
$654.55
$654.55
$654.55
$654.55
$654.55
$654.54
$654.54
$654.54
$654.54
$654.54

6014
6014
6014
6014
6014
6014
6014
6014
6014
6014
6014

Alliance Tech-Financ
American Home Shield
General Financial Su
General Mills, Inc-F
Mrs Clark's Foods-Fi
Pioneer #3-Financial
Priority Envelope-Fi
Barilla America #2-F
John Deere DSM #2-Fi
Wells Fargo Mortgage
Qwest Corp-Financial

Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial

Nasco

299062

$6,063 .44

$6,063.44

6322

Iowa Methodist ACE P

Materials & Supplies

National Turf Equipment

299064

$11,200.00

$11,200.00

7100

Grounds

Furniture, Machinery

OnMedia

299073

$6,194.80

$408.00

6110

Office of Dir, Marke

Information Services

Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv
Serv

Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees
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Date:
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Des Moines Area
List of checks over $2,500.00

Page :

College
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

OnMedia

299073

$6,194.80

$795 .60
$795 .60
$4,195.60

Quick Fuel

299086

$3,536.38

Resource Data Systems

299092

Service Wholesale Inc

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

6110
6110
6110

Office of Dir, Marke
Office of Dir, Marke
Office of Dir, Marke

Information Services
Information Services
Information Services

$50 .01
$3,486.37

6420
6420

Transportation Insti
Transportation Insti

Vehicle Materials an
Vehicle Materials an

$6,746.00

$6,746 .00

7100

Equipment Replacemen

Furni ture, Machinery

299102

$11,566.58

$5,067.54
$1,052.83
$3,549 .09
$1,169.68
$727 .44

6512
6512
6512
6512
6512

Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore

-

Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny

General
General
General
General
General

Merchandise
Merchandise
Merchandise
Merchandise
Merchandise

Staedtler Inc

299109

$4,880.16

$55 .10
$62.22
$2,074 .88
$1,608 .56
$1,079.40

6512
6512
6512
6512
6512

Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore
Bookstore

-

Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny
Ankeny

General
General
General
General
General

Merchandise
Merchandise
Merchandise
Merchandise
Merchandise

Vantage Custom Classics

299129

$2,964.00

$1,184.00
$768.00
$1,012.00

6512
6512
6512

Bookstore - Urban Ca
Bookstore - Urban Ca
Bookstore - Urban Ca

General Merchandise
General Merchandise
General Merchandise

Wes Jarnagin Inc

299134

$2,577.00

$2,577.00

6511

Building Trades-Hous

Purchases for Resale

Worlds of Fun Oceans of F

299144

$2,566.90

$2,566.90

6511

Ticket Sales

Purchases for Resale

Wright Welding Supply Inc

299145

$4,386.60

$197.40
$76.00
$74.50
$318.40
$51.68
$56.50

6322
6322
6322
6322
6322
6322

Welding
Welding
John Deere
John Deere
John Deere
John Deere

Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials

DSM
DSM
DSM
DSM

Works
Works
Works
Works

&
&
&
&
&
&

Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies

Report : FWRÍWK)
Date:
08/13/2004
Time:
09:53 AM

Des Moines Area (SWi College
List of checks over $2,500.00
from 01-AUG-2004 to 15-AUG-2004

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Wright Welding Supply Inc

299145

$4,386.60

$51.27
$266.40
$761.00
$508.00
$609.20
$318.40
$761.00
$336.85

6322
6322
6322
6322
6322
6322
6322
6322

John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John

CNA Insurance Companies

299179

$2,604.22

$2,604.22

2255

Fund 1 General Ledge

Misc Insurances Paya

Collection Services Cente

299180

$6,439.02

$6,439.02

2299

Fund 1 General Ledge

Other Employee Deduc

Deere Community Credit Un

299181

$5,336.50

$5,336.50

2299

Fund 1 General Ledge

Other Employee Deduc

Delta Dental Plan of Iowa

299182

$34,164.60

$34,164 .60

2252

Fund 1 General Ledge

Dental Insurance Pay

First Class Credit Union

299192

$2,721.89

$2,721.89

2299

Fund 1 General Ledge

Other Employee Deduc

IPERS

299198

$74,864 .23

$74, 864 .23

2230

Fund 1 General Ledge

IPERS Payable

John Deere Family Healthp

299201

$449,223.30

$449,223.30

2250

Fund 1 General Ledge

John Deere Health In

Vanguard Group

299232

$9,085.97

$9,085.97

2260

Fund 1 General Ledge

Tax Sheltered Annuit

REPORT TOTAL

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

Page :

$1,737,177.09

INDEX TITLE

Deere
Deere
Deere
Deere
Deere
Deere
Deere
Deere

ACCOUNT TITLE

DSM
DSM
DSM
DSM
DSM
DSM
DSM
DSM

Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works

Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies
Supplies

9

Balance

Des Moines Area C^^hunity College
Balance Sheet
August 31, 2004
Unrestricted
General
Fund 1
1

Restricted
General
Fund 2

Scholarship
Fund5

Agency
Fund 4

Auxiliary
Fund 3

Loan
Fund 6

Plant
Fund 7

*

.xls

Total

ASSETS

Current Assets
Cash on Hand or in Banks
Investments
Accounts Receivable
Student Loans
Deposits & Prepaid Expenses
Inventories
Due to/from Other Funds
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Land, Buildings & Improvements
Equipment, Leased Prop, Books & Films
Ldss accumulated depreciation
Total Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

$

513,800
6,974,580
9,225,472
-

195,413
222,737

$

$

$
50,145,747
31,009,729

$

-

3,227,047
77,751

1,587,286
1,049

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$

(200,997)
288,469

-

$

(135,182)
4,817
197,686

-

(568,920)
1,180,000
-

-

374,559

$

513,800
61,029,561
41,787,287
197,686
569,972
1,509,532

-

1,286,795

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17,132,002

81,155,476

4,591,593

1,588,335

87,472

67,321

985,639

105,607,838

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$17,132,002

$81,155,476

$4,591,593

$1,588,335

$

87,472

$

$ 9,653,674

$29,922,654
43,023,554

$

$

$

22,013

$

-

8,842
9,662,516

78,469,501
11,990,215
(35,777,808)

78,469,501
11,990,215
(35,777,808)

-

54,681,908

54,681,908

67,321

$ 55,667,547

$160,289,746

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
CuiYent Liabilities
Lor)g Term Liabilities
Deposits Held in Custody for Others
Total Liabilities
Fund Balance
Unrestricted
Restricted-Specific Purposes
Net Investment in Plant
Total Fund Balance
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BAL

356,825

33,286

_ $

548,199
3,374,603

$ 40,536,651
46,398,157
1,566,053

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,555,049

2,162

-

-

72,946,208

356,825

1,588,335

24,175

-

3,922,802

88,500,861

-

-

-

67,321

12,427,655
39,317,090

7,469,486
25,002,309
39,317,090

67,321

51,744,745

71,788,885

67,321

$ 55,667,547

$160,289,746

7,469,486

-

-

-

-

8,209,268

4,234,768

-

-

-

-

-

7,469,486

8,209,268

4,234,768

-

$17,132,002

$81,155,476

$4,591,593

$1,588,335

1

63,297
-

-

63,297
$

87,472

$

Des Moines Area Community College
Statement of Revenue, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Two Months Ended August 31, 2004
Unrestricted
General
Fundi
Revenues and Other Additions:
Tuition and Fees
. Local Support (Property Taxes)
State Support
Federal Support
Sales and Services
Training Revenue / Fund 1 ACE
Other Income
• Total Revenue and Other Add
Expenditures and Other Deductions:
Educational and General:
Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutuonal Support
Operation and Maintenance of Plant
Auxiliary Enterprise Expenditures
Scholarship Expense
Loan Fund Expense
Plant Fund Expense
Agency Fund Expense

Total Expenditures and Other Deduct

Restricted
General
Fund 2

$ 5,171,587
807,875
3,528,356
215,423
85,270
46,491
373,014

22,538
51,046
206,785
15,230

$

Scholar
ship
Fund5

Agency
Fund 4

Auxiliary
Fund 3
22,393

$

Statement Revenue & Expense.xls

500,000

2,156,931

711
32,558

5,358

12,698

2,184,682

545,967

-

-

Plant
Fund 7

Loan
Fund 6

Total

6,275

6,784

5,716,518
1,666,920
3,735,141
3,360,645
2,274,759
2,823,341
404,129

3,129,281

6,275

814,783

19,981,453

-

-

-

$

$

$

807,999

3,129,281

2,776,850

10,228,016

3,072,449

4,417,387
1,253,573
794,182
2,995,446
714,048
-

730,111
16,034
129,962
1,518,334
554,146
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,776,635
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,700

-

3,233,786

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

170,469

-

-

10,174,636

2,948,587

1,776,635

170,469

3,233,786

-

-

4,700

-

-

-

1,896,770
-

$

5,147,498
1,269,607
924,144
4,513,780
1,268,194
1,776,635
3,233,786
4,700
1,896,770
170,469

1,896,770

20,205,583

-

-

-

-

187,000

-

Transfer Amoung Funds: Add & Deduct
Mandatory
Ncn-Mandatory

Net Increase (Decrease) for the Period
Fund Balance at Beginning of Year
Fund Balance at End of Period

-

-

(66,314)

(72,186)

(12,934)

-

(30,000)

(18,500)

51,676

378,047

356,998

7,482,420

8,157,592

3,856,721

1,177,345

$ 7,469,486

$ 8,209,268

$4,234,768

$1,534,343

1,575

(104,505)
167,802
$

63,297

$

(894,987)

(224,130)

65,746

52,639,732

73,547,358

67,321

$51,744,745

$ 73,323,228

ft

•

•

•
A

Investment
Effie

Interest
Rate

Community State Bank
Community State Bank
Community State Bank
Total Community State Bank

Money Market
Investment Svgs
NJTP Acct

0.75%
0.75%
0.75%

Wells Fargo (Ankeny)
Wells Fargo (Ankeny)
Total Wells Fargo

Money Market
Investment Svgs

Institution

Unrestricted
Current
Fund 1
$

0.90%
0.90%

First American Bank
CD due 1/22/05
First American Bank
NJTP Acct
Total First American Bank, Ames

1.40%
1.21%

US Bank-Des Moines
US Bank-Des Moines
Total US Bank

Money Market
Investment Svgs

1.00%
1.00%

Wells Fargo Trust Dept. DSM

Trust Account

0.90%

1SJIT

Money Market

0.90%

Community Bank of Boone
Community Bank of Boons
Community Bank of Boone
Total Community Bank of Boone

CD due 12/03/04
CD due 2/07/05
Money Market

1.75%
1.90%
1.71%

First National Bank, Ames

Money Market

Bankers ijrust
Bankers Trust
Total Bankers Trust

Investment Svgs
Money Market

Commercial Federal Bank

CD due 10/14/04

Boone Bank and Trust
Boone Bank and Trust
Total Boone Bank and Trust

Money Market
CD due 9/11/04

Restricted
Current
Fund 2

11,057 $
146.235
-

Total

983,132
-

809,225
-

250,837
-

_
-

2,043,194
.

983,132

809,225

250,837

-

2,043,194

.
-

1,000,000
715,875
1,715,875

_
-

_
-

-

-

1,000,000
715,875
1,715,875

_
-

-

-

1,563,686
1,618,020
3,181,706

-

-

.

16,723.901

_

.
-

-

- $
(200,997)
-

- $
(135,182)
-

2,050,208

-

(200,997)

(135,182)

$

- $

62,149
3,872,148
31,791
3,966,088

1,563,686
1.618,020
3,181,706
16,723,901

.

1,712,331

-

-

-

-

750,000
1,000,000
215,195
1,965,195

.

1,500,828

1,712,331

1.30%

.

1,500,828

1.17%
1.17%

-

-

-

-

1,048.248
6,948,527
7,996,775

-

-

1,048,248
6,948,527
7,996,775

1.62%

4,110,484

_

.

.

4,110,484

1.41%
1.70%

-

3,094,873
1,000,000
4,094,873

926,002
-

387,286
-

926,002

387.286

4,408,161
1,000,000
5,408,161

-

-

City State Bank - Norwalk

1.30%

Grand Totals

$

Plant
Fund 7

750,000
1,000,000
215,195
1,965,195

1.75%
1.75%
1.21%

Money Market

2,050,208
-

Loan
Fund 6

157,292

-

State Bank and Trust-Neveda
CD due 1/28/05
State Bank and Trust-Neveda
CD due 1/28/05
State Bank and Trust-Neveda
NJTP Acct
Total State Bank and Trust, Noveda

West Bank

Scholar
ship
Fund 5

Agency
Fund 4

fcdule B
f l ents.xis
InvSW

51,092
2,011,884
31,791
2,094,767

-

NJTP Acct

*

Auxiliary
Fund 3
$

i

•

•

1
Des Moines A r e a « amunity College
Schedule
Istments
August 31, 2004

1,723,672
1,723,672

.

1.10%
S

6,974,580

-

-

2,000,000
859,534
2,859,534

-

.
-

-

-

2,000,000
1,723,672
859,534
4,583,206

1,589,647

_

.

1,589,647

3,901,090
S

50,145,747
3

1,200,000
$

3,227,047

$

1,587,286

(568,920)
S

(200.997) $

(135,182) S

(568,920) $

4,532,170
61,029,561

Schedule F
Liabilities.xls
Des Moines Area Community College
Detail of Liabilities
August 31, 2004
Restricted
General
Fund 2

Unrestricted
General
Fund 1

Auxiliary
Fund 3

Agency
Fund 4

Plant
Fund 7

Loan
Fund 6

Scholarship
Fund 5

Total

Payables:
Trade Accounts Payable
Long Term Payables (Bonds)
Unamortized Discount on Bonds
Leaseholds Payable

$

816,837

$

70,791 $ 238,825
43,355,000
(331,447)

$

33,286

$

22,013

$

$

539,199 $ 1,720,951
3,395,000
46,750,000
(20,397)
(351,844)

Accrued Liabilities:
Wages and Salary
Accrued Vacation
' Employee deductions and benefits

2,107,832
840,000
(462,337)

291,165
75,000
398

68,000
9,000

50,000

2,466,997
974,000
(461,939)

Due to Other Funds:
Due to DMACC Foundation:
Deferred Revenue:
Tuition and Fees
Property Tax
Other
Grants and Contracts
260E Bond Retirement Revenue
260E Training Funds
260E Administrative Fees

Other Liabilities:

6,132,566

6,132,566

218,776

218,776
14,333,435
13,412,954
1,738,912

14,333,435
13,412,954
1,738,912

•

Funds Held in Trust / Deposits
Fund Balance
Deferred Compensation Account

Total

$ 9,662,516

$ 72,946,208

$ 356,825

$ 1,588,335

31,710
1,534,343

2,162

20,706
1,534,343

8,842

$

24,175

$

$ 3,922,802

$ 88,500,861

Budget Report.xls

Des Moines Area Community College
Fiscal Year Ending June 3 0 ,200 5 Budget Report
Summary by Fund (All Funds)
For The Two Months Ended August 31, 2004

Fund Name
Revenue
Unrestricted Current
Restricted Current
Auxiliary
Agency
Scholarship
Loan
Plant (Note 1)

Fund
Number

Board
Approved
Budget

1
2
3
4
5
6

$ 64,387,416
25,084,828
8,855,305
720,899
9,918,542
25,000

7

15,110,224

15,110,224

$124,102,214

$124,129,171

1
2
3
4
5
6

$ 64,140,584
24,875,577
8,430,849
709,579
9,918,542
25,000

$ 64,540,397 $ 10,361,636
24,667,409
3,020,773
&360.395
1,806,635
C is T O ^ )
211,119
3,233,786
25,000
4,700

7

18,459,176

18,459,176

$126,559,307

$126,925,462

Total Revenue
Expenditures
Unrestricted Current
Restricted Current
Auxiliary
Agency
Scholarship
Loan
Plant (Note 1)
Total Expenditures

Working
Budget

Amount
Received/
Expended

Working
Budget
Balance

Budget
Commitments

$ 64,631,628 $ 10,348,702
24,779,168
3,072,449
8,690,451
2,184,682
C 974,158J
568,117
9,918,542
3,129,281
25,000
6,275

$
$
$
$
$
$

54,282,926
21,706,719
6,505,769
406,041
6,789,261
18,725

1,001,783

$

14,108,441

$ 20,311,289

$

103,817,882

29,561,276
2,498,018
2,383,151
204,405
1,800
-

$
$
$
$
$
$

24,617,485
19,148,618
4,170,609
535,519
6,686,456
20,300

1,896,770

1,954,488

$

14,607,918

$ 20,535,419

'$ 36,603,138

$

69,786,905

$

Note 1; The Plant Fund is presented on a cash basis consistent with the published budget.

I

DMACC BUDGET STATUS
For The Two Months Ended
August 31, 2004
FUNDS 1 & 2
,

100 000,000

9 5 .00 0 .0 0 0
9 0 .000.000
8 5 .000.000
8 0 .00 0 .0 0 0
7 5 .000.000
7 0 .000.000
6 5 .0 0 0 .0 0 0

48532348484848485348532353532348232353484853

E Budget Revenue

6 0 .000.000

n Actual Revenue
S Budget Expense

5 5 .000.000
5 0 .000.000

H Actual Expense

4 5 .000.000

DYear to Date Budget

4 0 .000.000
3 5 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
3 0 .000.000
2 5 .00 0 .0 0 0

.

20 000.000

15 .00 0 .0 0 0

.

1 0 00 0 .0 0 0

5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

0
Fund 1

Fund 2

Combined

DMACC BUDGET STATUS
For The Two Months Ended August 31, 2004
FUNDS 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
20,000,000

19.000.000
18 .00 0.000

17.000.000
16 .0 0 0.000

15.000.000
1 4 .000.000
1 3 .0 0 0.000
12.000.000
11,000,000
10,000,000

9 .0 0 0.000

.

8 000.000

7 .0 0 0 .0 0 0

.

6 000.000
5 .0 0 0.000
4 .000.000

El Budget
Revenue

3 .0 0 0.000

.

2 000.000

EActual
Revenue

1,000,000

■ Budget
Expense

0
Fund 3 Auxilary

F und 4 A gency

F und 5 S cholarship

7

F und 6

Loan

F und 7

P lant

HActual
Expense

DMACC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
For The 2 Months Ended August 31, 2004
14,000,000

12,000,000

10 , 000,000

8,000,000

6 , 000,000

4,000,000
E Current Year
Revenue

2 , 000,000

OSame Month Prior
Year Revenue
E Current Year
Expense

Fund 1 Current General Fund

Fund 2 Restricted General
Fund

Fund 7 Plant Fund

□ Same Month Prior
Year Expense

Fund 1 Revenue Comparison by Source
August
6 ,000,000
5.000.000
4.000.000

a)
1C30
>
0
cr

3.000.000

2.000.000
1, 000,000

■ FY 2004
□ FY 2005

Tuition

Local

State

Federal

Other

4,021,020

660,382

226,039

220,629

5,171,587

807,875

3,483,868
3,528,356

215,423

504,775

Source

Fund 1 Revenue
August
12, 000,000
10,000,000

,

8 000,000
o

£
<

6 ,000,000
4.000.000

2.000.000

0 Fund 1 Revenue

Fund 1 Expense Comparison by Function
August
6 ,000,000 -,
5.000.000

<
D
dUi
<
D
CL

4.000.000
3.000.000

UJ

2 . 000.000

-

1,000,000
Instruction
■ FY 2004
E3FY2005

3,808,569
4,417,387

Academic
Support

Student
Services

Institutional
Support

Plant

1,095,870
1,253,573

720,428
794,182

2,259,324

630,190

2,995,446

714,048

Function

Fund 1 Expense
August
12,000,000

